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rNTPW MEXIGASANTA JL. ..U Jl
VOL. 49 SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY. MARCH mi. NO. :
HABEAS CORPUS IIIE EFFECTIVE STRIKE GLQUDS inn P TNEY SENATE NAMES E no EO
CNA1 LIS JELIFI1 ISMMED IfI EES BI LOYALISTS 10 RESIGN
Orchard Irrigation District Taft Says It Is Difficult to World Wide Situation Is Opposition to Jurist Van-
ished
Most of the House Employes 10,000 Men Are Reported, Legislature of Sonora Pre
Forfeits Its Bond to Preserve Peace With Better According to Lat-
est
In Senate Executive Were Appointed This Marching on Capital to jsents Measure Repudiat-
ingthe State Mexico Report Session Forenoon. Seat Emperor President
SEATS ABE SELECTED B LOT ANARCHY IN THE PROVINCES: REBEL FORCES ARE GROWINGMEASURE TO MEET CONDITION ANTHRACITE IS AT PREMIUM SMGEnEjlMSrlGTON
Present Their Arguments to
Congress in Favor of Votes
For Women- -
BUT fXTENSlONJS GRANTED
Mimbres Valley and a Gallup
Oil Company File Incorpora-
tion Papers.
Both Houses Are Rapidly Get-
ting Into Harness and Down
to Work-
Senate.
After prayer by Chaplain B. Z.
a recess was Uiki n after
which the minutes were read and
adopted. Senators Holt, Alldredge
and Mubry were appointed i commit- -
tee to revise the Journal.
British Warship Is Fired Upon
and Many Missionaries Have
Narrow Escapes.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Peking, March l:!. General Sheug
Vuang, who, under the empire, held
i he post of governor of the province
of Sben-Si- , is nmrchitm at the head of
PUiuO troops from the province j;
Kansu to Peking to restore the em-- !
da''
Canton Volunteers Routed.
San Francisco. Calif.. March 1
Senator Clark made the report of lcror 10 t" tnrone. i in? commander u oerinrow rresment .uauero, win
the Committee on Committees, which,! of tne emperor's guards at: the palace' attempt to gain possession of Tor-wa- s
adorned without dissent on mo- - i received a message to this effect n by means ot a siege and on thin
The mutinous Wal Chow volunteers itIu available supply of food,
who battled for three dav with the! Railroads enter the city from
"'Kular army outside ot Canton were
routed and escaped on three captured
United States Will Prohibit Ship-
ment of Armslnto AnyAmer-
ican State.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, March 13. Pres-
ident Taft pointed out to members of
the foreign relations committee, and
the Texas Congressional delegation at
conference today that the neutrality
laws of the United States were not
specific enough and is reported to
have said that unless Congress enact-
ed new measures it would be difficult
) preserve peace with Mexico. The
President appealed to his callers to
hell nim Preserve peace by prevent
ing neutrality law violations and sug-
gested t..at some steps be taken at
once for the enactment of more ade-
quate measures.
To Prohibit Shipment of Arms.
The conference was a result of the
appeal of President Madero that the
I'nited States put into effect a stricter
neutrality law in Texas. After the
conference the Senate committee on
foreign relations held a meeting and j
framed a joint resolution which would
prohibit the shipment of arms from
the I'nited States into any state on
the American continent which is a
condition of disorder.
The resolution would impose heavy
penalties, the intuition being to make
immediately applicable to the Mex-
ican situation. The resolution, adopt-
ed unanimously in committee, was re-
ported to the Senate immediately.
New Problem.
Ambassador Martinez y Crespo had
suggested to the President that the
present laws were framed when prob
vessels according to a cauiej-ia- le 0 " ration as the result ot bridge de- -
Iceived todav from Canton The hil- - s""f,ll)n ;im llle People ot Torreou
tie raged furiously on the nights of.lme already had a loretaste of what
March ID and 11. Three gunboats!'8 f'olnillS in the way of scarcity of
bombarded the vnliint.r nnH t,v c,t f,)0(1 stuffs. The arrival of federals
., , retrent ,! th p..nii Hvn,-- .
lit is reported unofficially that thei
tin,, ,,f sw,m,- - Hnii
To the President and .Members of
the Senate of the Legislature of New
Mexico:
our Committee on Committees re- -
spectfully designates the following
i i,,,ii !,,.. f n. v..,.. ,!
be respectively composed ot the tot
lowing named chairmen and members,
towi.
II II. Holt, Chairman; E. C. Cramp- -
ton. Isaac Barth.
Judiciary.
E. C. Crampton, Chairman; H. P.
Holt, L. C. Ill'eld, E. A. Miera, U. P.
Pankey. Gregory Page, V. IS. Walton,
C. II. Alldrtdge, Isaac Barth.
Finance.
John S. Clark, chairman; T. D.
Burns, Boleslo Romero, C. J. Laugh-r- e
u, 11. B. Holt, James V. liinkle, Jo-
seph Sulzer.
Railroads.
Gregory Page, Chairman; Juan Na-
varro, E. C. Crampton, lied P. Doepp,
James F. liinkle.
State Affairs.
three vessels in which they escaped "?!,Hers fuy " Wi" lx' a simple matter
were sunk by the gunboat. Manv for-- j 10 c,lt aml kPp fM,t evo,'-- roi4d enter-eigne- rs
are leaving Canton for IToniii the llllls bringing garrison
E. A. Miera, chairman; John S.iwhIeh fortv men wr nu.l 'nA .kVvlems such as recently arisen were not members of the cabinet, and presided
even dreamed of. Mexico, in effect, over by the Premier Asquith, was
the I'nited States to prevent sumed this morning, at the foreign
into the Southern Repub-- 1 f jce, and satisfactory progress is said
iong necause ot tile disturbances.
Kwang Tung in Anarchy.
Hong Kong, China, March IP,. A
condition approaching anarcy appears
to prevail almost everywhere in the
Chinese province of Kwang Tung. At
Swatow tlie soldiers of the garrison
opposed the landing of 2,00(1 Hakkas
or marauding tribesmen and several!
fierce encounters have taken place be-
tween them. A battle was fought on
Saturday at Chow Yang, a short dis-
tance to th south nf ihirimr
wounded. General Wu Sun, one of the
commanders of the (rooos at Canton
is leaving for Swalow with 2,(im men
to suppress the disturbances.
Chinese Forts Fire on British Ships.
The United States monitor Monte-
rey is at Canton. The British consul
a! that city last night, ordered the cap- -
' ' "
city to put out their lights should
they hear firing toue forts. Tey
did this and the British gunboat
'wuuiuciia awuuiK aim spars w ere
in protecting the electric station. Sev
eral of the foreign missionaries have
had narrow escapes from bullets.
Head of U. S. Chinese Free Masons to
Peking.
San Francisco, Calif., March 13.
Wong Sam Ark, head of the Chinese
Free Masons, of the I'nited States,
left for the Orient yesterday on the
Pacific mail liner China. He will go
Collision Between Miners and
Police in Germany Ends
in Killing.
(By Special Wire to New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., March 13. With
conferences today in New York and
London, steps may be taken which will
lead towards adjustments of the
world-wid- e situation, which finds a
million coal miners on strike in Great
Britain, and a threatened strike of
tens of thousands of hard and soft
coal miners in the United States.
Possibility of strike in this country,
already has made itself felt in premi-
ums of $1 a ton paid on anthracite.
Shipments from the bituminous re-
gions to the seaboard are delayed by
bad weather and a car shortage. The
operators have announced that the de-
mands would be refused. Both sides
insist that they will "stand pat.'' The
present working agreement expires at
noon March 31.
New York, March 13. A joint con- -
Terence of anthracite operators and a
committee of hard coal miners was
heId today, wheu the operators refus- -
ed the demands of the miners for a
twenty per cent increase in wages,
an eight hour work day, recognition
of the union and certain conditions of
labor at the mines. The conference
was executive and was expected to
be followed by the making public of
the reply of the operators and a state-
ment of President White of the mine
workers.
British Strike Near End.
London. March 13. The conference
between the British coal mine owners
and the delegates of the striking
miners, under the auspices of several
to have been made.
No details of the proceedings have
been made public but the premier at
noon expressed his gratification at
the course the negotiations were tak-
ing. The morning session lasted for
two and out half horn's.1, and 'die par-
ticipants then adjourned for luncheon.
German Strikers Fight Police.
Berlin, March 13. The coal miners
strike in the great German coal fields
of West Phalia has taken a serious
turn and already has resulted in a fa-
tal conflict between the police and
the striking miners in the district of
Heme, wheie a mob of strikers threw
stones and fired revolver sliits at a
detachment of police marching toward
the mine which they had been ordered
to protect. The police replied with
their revolvers and one of the strikers
was killed. At Hamborn, fighting oc-
curred between .the strikers and the
police yesterday.
Strikers also demolished a large
number of gas lamps in the town and
many of the merchants were forced
to barricade i.ieir stores. Order has
been restored in the town today.
No Conclusion Reached.
London, March 13. The joint con-
ference of the delegates of miners and
mine owners sat for four hours today
at the foreign office under the presi-
dency of Premier Asquith without
reaching any conclusion. They then
adjourned until tomorrow.
MILITANT SUFFRAGETTES
GET JAIL SENTENCES,
They Smashed Windows and London
Judge Soakes 'Em Good and
Plenty.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
London, March 13. Ten suffra-
gettes, charged with smashing win-
dows on March 1, were sentenced to-
day at the London sessions court to
terms ranging from four to six months
in prison.
ately started a hunt for a third man
believed to have been a member of the
gang. The suspect boarded the train
at Dryden also, and disappeared dur--
ing the excitement incident to the
holdup. It is believed that he planned
to join his comrades in robbing the
passengers if the robbery of the ex-
press car had been a success. The
dead rohbers had nitroglycerine on
i. .! j i si.. amen jieisuuo aim wcic uvavuy uiuieu.
Details of Holdup.
San Antonio. Texas. March 13. Ac -
cording to accounts of the Southern
Pacinc holdup received here when the
robbers boarded the engine at Dry- -
(By Special Lrascd Wire to New Mexican)
Senate. X'
Met at noon and immediately V
N went into executive session. V
V Foreign relations committee V
framed and reported a resoiu- -
S tion prohibiting shipments of
V arms into any- country on V
American continent in state of V
disorder.
Fur seal treaty, amended to
provide ten year closed season X
was ordered favorable reported V;
by foreign relations committee. V
Suffragettes urged amend- -
X ment to constitution providing X
X votes for women before worn- - X
X en's suffrage committee. X
X Considered in executive ses- - X
X Rion nomination of Mahlon Pit- - X
X ney as supreme court justice xj
X with agreement to vote on con- - Xi
X firmation at 4 p. in. x!
X Pitney confirmed r.ii to 2G. Xj
X Secretary Stimson denounced xj
X before military affairs commit- - X1
X tee the army appropriation bill, X'
X especially the elimination of X
X five cavalry regiments.
X House. xj
X Met at noon. V
X Considered bills on regular X'
X calendar. X
X Ways and means committee X
X was urged by hospital and X
X scientific institution represen- - XI
X tatives to remit taxes on alco-- X'
X hoi and whiskey. X
X Suffragette leaders were X,
X heard by judiciary committee. X:
X Republicans in caucus de- - X1
X clared free sugar and corpora- - X
X tion tax extension bills were X
X a Democratic political plot for X
X votes. X
X Representative Smith of New' Xi
X York, introduced bill to com- - X'
X pel registration at capitol of X
X all lobbyists, and the filing of a X!
X detailed statement of their ex- - X
X penses after each siskin. X
X A full attendance ot the X
X House judiciary committee and X
X the proponents of six different X
X congressional resolutions giv- - X
X ing them votes marked the X
X House welcome to the Stiff ra- - X
X gettes. Representatives Baker X
X (California) Lafferty, (Oregon) X
X Taylor (Colorado) Mondell. X
X (Wyoming) Rucker, (Colo- - X
X rado), Ounre, (Louisiana) and X
X Bergor (Wisconsin) authors X
X of suffragette resolutions, were X
X there to show their gallantry. X
X
ALLEGED DYNAMITERS
TO TRIAL OCT.
Judge Anderson at Indianapolis Re- -
fuses Indicted Men Separate
Trial.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexicns
Indianapolis, Ind., March 13. All
the defendants indicted for violation
of federal statutes governing trans-
portation of explosives must go to
trial in one cause on October 1, ac-
cording to the final ruling of Judge An-
derson today after he had heard argu
ments of attorneys for the defense on
a motion for separate trial.
128 Counts Against Alleged Dyna-
miters.
In the consolidation of the cases
the indictments against fifty-fou- r men
are merged in one, with 128 counts,
28 of which charge conspiracy to vio-
late statutes forbidding carrying dy-
namite and nitroglycerine on passen-
ger trains and 100 charge direct viola-
tion by the defendants, both as abet-
tors of and principals with Ortie E.
McManigal, John J. and James B. Mc
Namara, and Herbert S. Hockin. Bonds
of the defendants in court were con-
tinued.
ITALIANS MAKE BIGGEST
KILLING OF WAR.
War in Northern Africa Eliminating
Great Many Trouble
Makers.
luv special leased wire to New Mexican
De,l6i lupoiuam, Aiarcn id.
' More than W0" Aral)s were killed and
mother 1.000 wounded in the stiffest
Torreon to Be Reduced by Hun
ger Insurrecto Leaders
Say.
(By Spicial l.ea. Wire to New Mnxkm)
Chihuahua, Alex., March 13. Hun-
ger and not bullets will win Torreou
for the rebels unless the government
"oops assume the aggressive. On the
theory that it is lierier to sacrifice
,illie than life, those who are planning
account it makes difference how
many ieuerai troops are sent into the
city. They will assist in consuming
the
south, east, west and north, but for
some weeks these have been out. of
'''0' the south probably has afforded
s(jme rHlk'r- - 1)llt lho revolutionary
and population to a state where sur-
render would be natural and prefer-
able.
Rebel Force of 10,000.
It is planned to mobilize the revo-
lutionary army from the north along
the lines near Berinejillo, a few kilo-
meters north of Torn on. while similar
forces already operating in that dis-
trict will guard the approaches from
east, west and south. The road from
the south connecting with the capital
can he guarded best, they believe by
a force of men holding Picardias, a
short distance from Torreon, where
there is a bridge of more than ordi-
nary length. Counting on the bands
of rebels operating in the states of.
Coahtiila and Durango, the officers at
headquarters believe they can sur-
round Torreon wilh a force of eight
or ten thousand.
In addition to this force, the popu- -
iiaee inside tne city is expected to
j tend som(i asi8iB,aIlf.e and the efTect (m
p01,WJ1. opirti((H tUroHgil((Ui the rJMlb.
ic it is th ht wjn f d
bringing ibout the resignation of
ro.
Should the garrison succeed in
holding oul until some time in April,
another phase of the situation it is
believed may develop in the national
congress, which convenes on the
second of that month. The revolu-
tionary officers believe it not unlikely
that by that time the people as a
whole will be clamoring so for the
end of the siegi, that congress will
rcz is demanded in a bill which was
presented today by the permanent
commission of the state legislature,
the deputies presenting the measure
ask that a special session of the leg-
islature lie called to adopt it, thus
placing the stale in (he position of
having formally repudiated the cen-
tral government. It is probable that
(he measure will be adopted as soon
as the necessary formalities can be
complied with.
The deputies fathering the measure
appeal to tlie patriotism of the presi-
dent and saying that
only by immediately resigning can
they prevent the shedding of blood.
Little change has been effected in
the campaign in the field. The force
under General Inez Salazar holds its
position before Santa Rosalia await-
ing orders from General Orozco to
close in on the one hundred and
twenty-fiv- loyal federals now garri- -
soiling the place. The reason given
lfor inaction is that it is hoped the de--
fenders realizing the hopelessness of
their situation, will evacuate or sur- -
a small remnant of his force left. A
detachment of Orozco's men are pur- -
suing him. San Lucas is not far from
the position held by Salazar. General
Antonio Rojas with the one hundred
men he brought here from Juarez left
on a special train this morning for
Juarez where he will resume command
of the garrison.
GOVERNMENT'S SUGAR TRUST
DOCUMENTS DISAPPEAR.
District Attorney Wise Said He
Feared They Would Not Be
Recovered.
The Orchard Irrigation district, San
Juan county, forfeited a bond of a
thousand dollars made by it when it
was granted a second extension of
time by Slate Engineer C. D. Miller
and the bond was turned over to a
State Treasurer O. X. Marron for col-
lection and credit to the Hydrograph-i- c
Survey fund. However, the com-
pany was granted another extension
01 time and yesterday awarded the t
contract for construction. The district
half million dollars and the eontraci
tors take these bonds in pay for their
constructing the extensive works.
Grand Jury Session Ends.
Today is the last day of the session
of the grand jury. It is known that a
large number of indictments have
been returned, but the names of the
accused will not be divulged until ar-
rests have been made. The petit
juries will be called Monday and the
work of clearing a very large civil
and criminal docket will be begun.
Treasurer's Receipts.
The following sums of money were
received yesterday in the office of
State Treasurer O. N. Marron; W. H.
Merchant, treasurer of Eddy county,
taxes, $410.70; M. F. Downs, treasur-
er of Sierra county, taxes, $3S0.05; G. it
A. Uavidsson, treasurer of Chaves
county, $1,766.06; Thomas P. Gable,
game and fish warden, game protec-
tion fund, $8.00.
District Court.
A judgment against the board of
county commissioners of Santa Fe
county was entered yesterday in the
district court in favor of Maud R.
Frost for certain coupons with inter-
est thereon. The judgment directs
the county commissioners to levy a
special tax for the collection of the
money amounting to about $500 as "no
plain, speedy and adequate remedy in
the ordinary course of law is appar-
ent." The board must comply with
the order of the court by March 21.
Supreme Court. '
The county salary test cases, Nos.
1475 and 1476, of St?-?- ex rel, Flor-enci- o
Lopez, C. W. G V'ard, etc., were
yesterday argued i submitted in
the state supreme urt.
This forenoon Case No. 14GG was
submitted on briefs both on motion to;
uismiss and on its merits. It is the;
First National Bank of Elida, N. M.,
appellee, v. The Hartford Fire Insur-
ance Co., of Hartford, Conn., appel-
lant.
A writ flf habeas corpus was grant
ed on petition of Stephen Canavan,
held for contempt of court at Albu-- i
querque. The writ is returnable Mon-- j
dav forenoon at ten o'clock. The case:
is docketed as No. 1477.
Another Oil Company.
The Scorse Oil Company of Gallup
yesterday filed articles of incorpor-
ation with the state corporation com-
mission. The new company expects
. to engage in the production and sale
of oil and oil products. The capital
stock is given as $100,000 dividend in-
to 10,000 shares worth $10 a share at
par. The names of the incorporators
with the amount of stock subscribed
by each and their post office addresses
follow: II. H. Scorce, Holbrook, 1,280
shares, C. E. Perkins, Holbrook, 23
shares, H. J. McAdams, Gallup, 12S0
shares, W. R. Fleming, Gallup, 12S0
shares. A certificate of y
was filed.
.Mimbres Valley Company Incorpor-
ates.
V The Mimbres Valley Growers and
Canning Association yesterday filed
papers of incorporation with the state
corporation commission. The com-
pany will do business at Hondale, Luna
county, and will handle all varieties
of farm and garden produce. The
capital is placed at $5,000 of which
$2,000 is paid up. The number of
shares are given as 5,000 worth $5
each at par. The names of the sub-
scribers to the capital stock, their
postofflce addresses and the amount
of stock held by each follow: H. B.
Strickler, Hondale, 58 shares; R. W.
Yeargin, Hondale, 57 shares; Thomas
Searle, Hondale, 57 shares; J. P. Dono-wa-
Hondale, 57 shares; J. M. Phil-
lips, Hondale, 57 shares; E. J. Bern-wic-
Hondale, 57 shares; B. Bowen,
Hondale, 57 shares. A certificate of
stockholders y was filed
with the papers.
r REPUBLIC OF PORTUGAL
HAS TROUBLES TOO
i
Tenth Regiment on Frontier Crosses
t and Joins Royalist Move--
ment.
- By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Lisbon, Portugal, March 13. A sen--
sation was caused today by the an-
nouncement that a large part of the
Tenth regiment of Portuguese infan- -
try at Braganza, on the northeastern
frontier, had crossed the border with
- their arms and Joined the royalists.
Other regiments stationed in the
north have been removed, the gov.
eminent fearing that the royalist pro- -
- paganda has weakened their loyalty.
to Peking, where, it is said, he wiliiJ"in 111 " demand that the executive
receive an important government as-- j relinciulsh his position,
signment. Wong was escorted to the Madero's Resignation Demanded,
steamer by the Junior Chinese Revo- - chihuahua, Mex., March 13 The
Iutionary band, the membership of immediate resignation of President
which consists of boys from 10 to 12 Madero and Pino Sua- -
years old. He was accompanied hv
'im Chung, a nephew of Dr. Sun Tat
Sen, first provisional president of the:
new republic.
Toombs, Thomas F. Cooney. M. P.
Manzanares. J. W. Chaves, J. W. Mul-ilen-
Conrad Hilton, Robert II. Bmil- -
wre, u . w . Nichols and W. E. Rogers
ia committee on committees to report
it,lG committees necessary for the
of the
House, whereupon the Speaker will
i appoint members to such committees.
J. W. Chaves introduced the follow-- !
ing House Resolution No. 1, regarding
the House employes:
House Resolution No. 1.
BE IT RESOLVED by the House of
Representatives of the State of New
Mexico, that the following named per-
sons be and they are respectively
hereby nominted for the offices and
positions set opposite their respective '
names below, and that their compen -
sation be and the same is hereby fix
ed at the amount per day also set op -
Clark, Juan Navarro, C. J. Laughreii,
crampton, A. J. rred f.
Dor p p.
Private, County and Municipal Corpo-
rations.
L. C. Ilfeld, chairman: E. C. Cramp-
ton, S'piire Hartt, Jr., H. B. Holt. Juan
Navarro, C. H. Alldredge, Fred V.
Doepp.
Education.
William M. McCoy, chairmen: I. C.
Ilfeld, C. J. Laughren, Eugenio B.
Gallegos, Squire Hartt, Jr., Fred F.
Doepp, C. H. Alldredge, A. J. Evans,
Thomas J. Mabry.
Public Institutions.
T. D. Burns, chairman; William M.
McCoy, L. C. Ilfeld, E. A. Miera,
1 nomas j Mabry, C. H. Alldredge,
Isaac Barth.
State and County Indebtedness.
C. J. Laughren, Chairman; John
S. Clark, John M. Bowman, W. B.
Walton, C. II. Alldredge.
Irrigation and Water Rights.
Juan Navarro, chairman; E. C.
Crampton, Boleslo Romero, H. B.
Holt, Fred F. Doepp, James F. Hinkle,
Abelino Romero.
Militia.
E. B. Gallegos, chairman; John M.
Bowman, L. C. Ilfeld, A. J. Evans,
jAbelino Romero.
Counties and County Lines.
Boleslo Romero, chairman; Juan
Navarro. L. C. Ilfeld, E. A. Miera.
John M. Bowman, W. B. Walton,
James F. Hinkle.
Public Lands
B F. Pankey, chairman; L. C. n- -
feld E. C. Crampton, H. B. Holt, Bo-
leslo Romero, A. J. Evans, James F.
Walton.
Insurance, Banks and Banking
John S. Clark, chairman; E. A.
Miera, Juan Xavarro, H. B. Holt, C. ,1.
Laughren, James F. Hinkle, Joseph
Sulzer.
Live Stock, Agriculture and Conserva-
tion.
Squire Hartt, Jr., Chairman; B. F.
Pankey, E. A. Miera, Boleslo Romero,
A. J. Evans, Abelino Romero, Joseph
Sulzer.
Mines and Manufactures.
C. J. Laughren, chairman; Gregory
Page, E. C. Crampton, E. B. Gallegos,
Joseph Sulzer, W. B. Walton, Thomas
J. Mabry.
Constitutional Amendments.
L. C. Ilfeld, chairman; E. A. Miera,
H. B. Holt, Boleslo Romero, E. C.
Crahiptou, Thomas J. Mabry, Isaac
Barth.
Printing, Enrolling and Engrossed
Bills.
John M. Bow-man- , chairman; Will-
iam M. McCoy, E. A. Miera, Thomas
J. Mabry, A. J. Evans.
Roads and Highways.
H. B. Holt, chairman; C. J. Laugh-
ren, Boleslo Romero, Squire Hartt, Jr.,
Fred F. Doepp, Thomas
j, Mabry, W. B. Walton, Abelino Ro
mero.
Privileges and Elections.
Boleslo Romero, chairman: E. C.
Crampton. John S. Clark, E. B. Galle-
gos, Isaac Barth.
The Senate adjourned to 10 o'clock
tomorrow forenoon.
House.
An earnest invocation by Vicar Gen
eral Antonio Fourchegu was followed
by the reading of the minutes of the
two first day's sessions.
W. H. H. Llewellyn suggested that
it is not good form to refer to mem-
bers as "Hon." in the House Journal.
The minutes were adopted as read.
Speaker Baca appointed W. H. H.
Llewellyn, Tranquillno Labadie, O. T.
lie notwithstanding their consign-- 1
ment as articles of commerce into
points like Juarez, held by the rebels.
Such a request is in conflict with the
previous attitude of the United States
that it could not interfere with the
crannUs cf commerce from one port
of entry into another.
Mexico contends that when arms
are obviously intended for revolu- -
tionists are certain to be used against
the recognized government the duty
of the United States as a neutral
should be more specifically outlined,
Attorney General Wickersham, secre- -
tary Stimson, Senators Cullom, Root,
Bacon, Hitchcock, and William Alden
Smith of the foreign relations com-
mittee, and Senator Culberson, head-
ing the Texas delegation attended the
conference.
E ES S
KILLS II
Brained First Robber With
Mallet and Shot Other
With First's Gun
PASSENGERS WERE GRATEFUL
Raise Large Purse For Brave
Messenger Who Frustrated
Train Robbery- -
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
El Paso, Texas, March 13. David
A. Trousdale, Wells Fargo express
messenger, killed two men and pre-
vented the robbery of his express safe
near Sanderson, Texas, this morning
about 2 o'clock. Trousdale is messen-
ger on Southern Pacinc train No. 9,
which was running westbound behind
time.
Messenger Used Mallet.
El Paso, Texas, March 13. At Dry- -
den, east of Sanderson, two men clam
ored into the locomotive and in a i
short time forced the fireman to go
back and cut off the express car
while they covered Engineer
and forced him to keep going. Stop-
ping a mile ahead of the train, they
made a rush for the express car.
Trousdale was taken unawares and
had no time to get his rifle, but grasp-- !
ing a mallet, he brained the robber
who entered the car first. Seizing
the dead man's gun, he shot the sec-
ond robber as he entered the car. One
man was about thirty years of age,
the other about forty, and both are
Americans.
A book in the pocket of one of the
men contained a number of names of
nien in Kansas and Oklahoma, and
these were telegraphed to the officials
in those states. The robbers being
dead, the engine was run back, pick
ed up the rest of the train, and pro
ceeded to Sanderson, where the dead
men were put off. The passengers
made up a large purse and presented
it to the messenger who is a resident
of San Antonio, Texas.
Search for Third Robber.
Sheriff Allen at Sanderson Immedi
posite their names below, render without sacrifice of life.
Frank Staplin, Chief Clerk, at $G.O)! Salazar's Force Growing,
per day. Reports from Salazar to Orozco are
, Assistant Chief Clerk, at that daily his force is being augment-Id- .
00 per day. led by recruits. Pancho Villa, the loy- -
Monsignor Antonio Fourchegu, j al rurale leader, was reported to have
Chaplain, at $3.00 per day. ibeen yesterday at San Lucas with only
xumau nai,B p Pankev
6 """ " '"
Casi.niro Lucero Sergeant-at-arms- ,
at $C.on per day.
Lee F. Sanchez. Assistant Sergeant-at-arm-
at $r.n0 per day.
Ed. Lujan, Reading Clerk, at $3.00
per day.
L. E. Fish, Reading Clerk, at $.ri.00
per day.
F. Leyva, Enrolling Clerk, at $5.00
per day.
I). Trujillo, Enrolling Clerk, at $0.00
per day.
Will Llewellyn, Stenographer, at
$0.00 per day.
Ida Smith, Stenographer, at $0.00
per day.
D. A. Ortega, Stenographer, at $0.00
per day.
R. Baca, Stenographer, at $6.00 per
day.
J. F. Hubbell, Stenographer, at $0.00
per day.
.Stenographer, at IG.00 per
day.
(Continued on Page Four.)
den, they told Engineer Grosh to 1'."'a! jesieraay siormea ana occu- -
keep moving until he came about 10 md tw basS- - M'tbeast of Fojat,!
miles from Dryden. Conductor Erkel wh,ch were strongly entrenched and
sent a negro porter forward to see held by a arge force of Arabs.
what was the matter but the porter
did not return and the conductor him- - MODERN WOODMEN OF
self went forward only to be confront-- ' AMERICA INCREASE RATES.
ed by rifles in the robbers' hands. He
ran out of range. The engineer was i (By sPPcial Leased Wire to New Mexican)
brought back to the mail car and I Kansas City, Mo., March 13. An
Trousdale and Mail Clerk cease in insurance rates in the Mod-Bank- s
were forced to alight and then'e,n Woodmen of America recently
the bandits made the entire crew adopted at Chicago were approved by
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, March 13. Scores ot
documents, by which the government
hopes to prove, in large measure, its
charges in the sugar trust
conspiracy case, have disappeared, ac-
cording to evidence adduced at the-tria- l
today. District Attorney Wise
said he feared they never would be
recovered.
..... ,dK A.
help cut the train and move the en- - 75 deputies of the order representing
gine, mail and express cars forward. Missouri, Kansas, and Oklahoma, who
The express messenger and mail clerk have Just completed an extended
Tifled their respective cars sion here- 11 was agreed that the in-a- t
the point of guns and under threats crease was absolutely necessary to
of instant death. preserve the society.
,ir-"Jrv- i
II
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MESSAGE OF
WILLIAM G. IfUNALD
The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of the
" Soltaire " floods. Always the Leader
DLL YOU NEED IS A
GASW TONIGHT
No Sick Headache, Bilious Stomach,
Coat-- d Tongue or Constipated
Bowels by Morning.
Turn the rascals out the headache,
the biliousness, the Indigestion, the
sick, sour stomach and foul gases-t-urn
them out tonight and keep them
out with Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver clogged bowels or an upset stom.
ach.
Don't put In another day of distress,
Let Cascarets cleanse and regulate
your stomach; remove the sour, undi-
gested and fermenting food and thatEfi GROCERY
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
misery-makin- g gas; take the excess
bile from your liver and carry out of
the system all the decomposed waste
matter and poison in the intestines
and bowels. Then you will feel great.A Cascaret tonight will surely
straighten you oat by morning. They
work while you sleep. A box
from any drug store means a clear
head and cheerfulness for months.
Children love to take Cascarets be
cause they taste good never gripe or
sicken.
WE HAVE THE "EDGE" ON THE RAZOR BUSINESS; BECAUSE
OUR RAZORS AND CUTLERY HOLD THEIR EDGE.
WE HANDLE ONLY THE BEST RELIABLE BRANDS OF CUT-
LERY AND HARDWARE.
We "SHAVE OUR PRICES WHEN WE FIRST MARK OUR
GOODS.
Wood-Davi- s Hardware Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden 4 field seeds in bulk and packages
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
AROUND THE STATE
Phone 14. Phone 14If Its Hardware We Have It.
Fire at Alamogordo.
J. C. Williams' Dlace at Alamoeordo
burned out. The fire was caused by a
lamp exploding. Night Watchman Sam
Nimmo saw the fire and turned in the The Farm Pump Engine IIarm. Loss $1,100, insurance $800.Phone Black
45 LEO HERSCH """"I""' THE SIMPLEST AND MOST COMPACT ENGINEEVER CONSTRUCTED.Fire Caused By Cigaret.The Record office at Willard. will
be rebuilt. The fire wa sthe result of
lighted cigaret dronued bv a travel
oats? o n3JiwFt!ring man, who was in the office shortlybefore the fire started.R. J. CRICHTON i mmSaloon Men Violated Sunday Law.F. Gilmore, who conducts a saloonen South Oregon street between Sixthand Seventh streets, El Paso, andCGAI Dawson,Yankee,Oakdale. William Carruthers, a bartender in For irrigation this engine is a wonder. Pumpsup to 1 100 gallons per hour. See usabout this engine.FRANK F. GORMLEY,GENERAL STORE, SANTA FE, N. M.his employ, were arrested by the po-lice and charges of vagrancy docketedagainst them. It is charged that Policeman Langlois purchased a can ofPinon, beer at the saloon and paid for itCedar, SAWED WOOD Phone Black 6619.about 4 o'clock Sunday afternoon; that
he later sent a woman into the place
and she purchased two cans of keg
beer. Then Hawkins and Langlois
made the arrests.
333 HICKOX STREET, Near Union Depot.
PHONE, RED 100.
Three Against One.
Daniel Quintana was held up and
robbed of $10 by three men on South
Stanton street between Fourth and
Fifth streets at El Paso. While the
Why Import Mineral Water ?
r : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. , Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.
family of F. C. Mentzer was at church
someone entered their home at 1137LIVERY STABLE
, Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
J Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses
East Rio Grande street El Paso and
secured jewels valued at $700. The
front door had been left unlocked and
the burglars entered the house by that
door. Silverware in the dinine roomCall up 'Phone 9 was not disturbed. J. Ravel went
To the Senate and IIowe of Representatives:
You are resting under the highest responsibility ever imposed
on a New Mexico legislative hotly and the result of your work will
he of the greatest importance in shaping the future destiny of our
state. Jt is for you to decide how well equipped we shall appear for
in the eyes of our countrymen. This responsibility
cannot he shirked or evaded. Partisan play and the consequent
confusion cannot possibly shield those who would lightly consider
the needs of our state at a critical time in its history.
Our laws must be made not only to serve the needs of our
people but must be so drawn that they will conform to the limita-
tions prescribed by our constitution.
That constitution requires careful study and interpretation bo
that we shall not enact laws in conflict-wit- its provisions. And,
in some instances, the constitution itself may have to give way by
amendments to the demands of the people in its adjustment to the
legislation which they believe they may need.
I have the honor to submit the following information and
recommendations to the iirst State legislature of New Mexico:
FINANCIAL.
Keeeipts as per classified statement shown by Auditor's report:
62nd Fiscal year ended
November 30, 1911.
Receipts from Taxation and all sources, including
District Court Clerk fees. Corporation tiling fees,
Bank Examination fees, Game Warden fees, etc.. .$fi!)(5.158.9--
Convicts' Earnings 33,076.65
Interest on Territorial Deposits 14,116.53
Institutional Income, Sale and Lease of Lands 14,987.8!)
Common School Income, Lease and Sale of Lands, etc. 54,039.52
25 Proceeds of U. S. Forest Reserve 28,529.53
Appropriation Agricultural College 50,000.00
All other sources 20,349.35
Total receipts $911,258.39
Disbursements as per Classified Statement shown by Auditor's
litport :
62nd Fiscal year ended
November 30, 1911
Di: annei;.ents for administration, support and main
tei.ai'.ce of Territorial Government, protection of
l vc aock industries, maintenance and building of
roads, and all other sundry disbursements. . . .$358,584.87
Maintenance of Penal, Charitable and other Public In-
stitutions (except Educational) 205,140.08
Maintenance of Educational Institutions and School
Fund Disbursements to Counties 246,197.26
Territorial Debt Sinking Fund Disbursements 75.135.00
Trust Fund Payments 52,298.50
Total Disbursements. .". $937,355.71
These are the direct receipts and expenditures, and do not in-
clude certain monies which are mentioned in other places as havingbeen paid to the various institutions, and show only the direct
Territorial disbursements on account of general appropriationsbonds and sinking funds, and general administration expenses tobe $937,355.71 for the 62nd fiscal year.
In addition to the direct territorial payments, in order to ar-
rive at a substantially correct amount disbursed for the benefit of
state institutions, boards of control, etc., the various deficiencies
and funds received in excess of the appropriations and direct pay-
ment of the state must be taken into account. These amounts re-
ferred to below represent totals for the periods covered bv each
separate report.
STATE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.
University of New Mexico.
This institution disbursed including deficiency of $6,539.22,
as shown by the report, a total of $35,204.36 in addition to'the ap-
propriation and direct payments of the territory. The amount in
excess of the appropriation and direct territorial payments wasderived from receipts of the dormitory and other miscellaneous
sources, as shown by the report.
Normal University, Las Vegas.
This report shows that on December 12, 1908, there was abalance on hand amounting to $16,312.73 and a balance on hand
amounting to $570.62 January 1, 1912.
Besides decreasing the cash balance as indicated above, this in-
stitution expended in addition to the territorial appropriation anddirect payment about $16,000.00, which was derived from tuition
and other miscellaneous sources.
Normal School, Silver City.
This school expended, according to their report, about $2,200' 00in addition to the territorial appropriation. This amount was de-
rived from students' tuitions, which income allowed the institutionto keep withm the appropriation and have a substantial cash balance
on hand at the date of the report. (January 1, 1912.)
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
The report shows this institution to have an annual incom-fro- m
the Imted States Government (known as the Adams, Morrill
and Hatch funds) of $80,000.00, this being in addition to theterritorial appropriations and direct payments. The report showsa resultant cash balance in all funds of $18,904.42 The reportalso shows the territorial fund to be overdrawn to the extent of$13 So3.08. The report indicates that the real status of the finances
of this institution is as follows :
Balance on hand in special fund $39 ;57 50Overdraft territorial general fund. ................ 13853 08
"
Xet cash balance in all funds 18904 42It would indicate from comment in this report that the cashbalance is represented in funds available only for certain specifiedpurposes; that a deficit exists in the territorial fund.
Military Institute.
The report of the institute shows that on December 15 190S
J?" tltU,tl0n had a Cagh baanee on hand in a11 f"nds of $48,-not?- o'
n I)ecember 15 1911 a balance in all funds of
The report shows that this institution received from ter-
ritorial appropriations and direct payments for the period De-cember 15, 1908 to December 15, 1911, $70,457.74; for insurance"
Sn tlgVW bj fire $13000-00- ; lon from W. H. Godair$4J,000.00 loan is still unpaid). Receipts for students'
and all other sources amounted to $96,016.77 The totalt ?TTJl entire Perid CVered in this reP;t amountei
improvements, buildings, equipment, generalmaintenance and all otheB. expenses.
Reports of the various Educational Institutions provided for inthe constitution, except the Asylum for the Blind and the Asylumfor the Deaf and Dumb, show expenditures for all purposes;" con-
struction, equipment and betterment and general maintenance aslollows :
These comments are made with the view of directing attentionto the fact that the annual cost to the state of maintaining the state
educational institutions, boards, etc., is not made up alone of the dis-bursements shown by the treasurer's and auditor's reports; the
whole expense can only be determined bv an analysis of the reportof each institution, as the fees and income other than what was
appropriated was paid direct by the state and in some cases was d. '
away from his home at 408 River
street and returned to find that burg-
lars had stolen nearly all the clothing
he had in the house. He told the city
When in Meed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
detectives about it.
END OF TEXTILE
STRIKE IN VIEW.
m Caspar Avenm CHAS. CLOSSON Operatives' Committee Has Voted to
FRANK M. JONES, l""- -
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.
REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Or-
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Accept Owners' Wage
Schedule.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Lawrence. Mass.. March 13. The
Or, Phone No. Red 76For Full Information Call,
end of the textile strike which began
January 12 was thought to have been
reached today. The general strike
committee voted to recommend to
the idle operatives of the American
Woolen Company's four mills that the
wage schedule offered by the corpora-
tion be accepted. WHOLESALEAND RETAIL Wood
Lump
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Your druggist will refund monpv if RATONYANKEE
CERRILLOSScreenedPAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
TO
All Parts of The World
SflYfi MftflCV and ,nconvenleoce by Purchasing Weils
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
illi&Zt U. S., Canada, Mexico "iSfig
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
j j j
J. D. BARNES, Agent.
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protracting Piles In 6 to 14 days. 50c
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. A 8. F. Depot,NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85Telephone 65EXPRESS LINE.
Phone Black 50166
.eave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon.
A Deserved Admonition p 1L wispsAT THECLARENDON GARDEN
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
R. V. BOYLE, Manager.! Phone Black 12.
DOWN TOWN STAND IN BUTT BROS' DRUG STORE
THE STAR BARN
Successor to
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS- S LIVERY RIGS.
Also First-Clas- s Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
Phone Main 139 J. R. CREATH, 310 San Fradsco St.
SANTA FE, N. M.
FIRST-CLAS- S HACK SERVICE. 1
For Hire at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle Horses.
CMtRICK'S HACK LINE. ::: THEODORE CORRICK. Proo'r ffi
j Phone Black 132.
" $
often comes from the fair sex to
to the man the care
CARRIAGE, AUTOMOBILE, less, slovenly fellow. It is eood
advice to dress as well as one'sAND
means will afford, because eood
clothes are the best passport to
Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURN'S THURSDAY AMD FRIDAY
good society and business prefer-
ment. We make stylish clothes,
correct in cut and fit, of the beat
materials, and we charge very
moderately.
WOODH HACK LINE
Prom
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leave Barranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good cover hacks and good
teams. Far 45.00 round trip. Team
furnished commereHI men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wlr K'.nbud
station.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone If.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25o and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5. 00
French Noodle Order T0c a diss.
Km Terk Chop Suey 60c.
SI G N
PAINTING
GUARANTEEDand Brass
PAUL P. LACASSACiNE,
305 Sao Francisco Street.
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.
Phone Red No. 23. Phone, Red No. 2
SPRING SAMPLES READY
FOR INSPECTION.
Cleaning and Pressing a Specialty
JULIUS MURALTER,Try a New Mexican vast ad. IklsM results. (Continued on Page Three.) tCor. Palace and Washington Aves.
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MESSAGE OF GOVERNOR WILLIAV C. McDONALD.
(Continued from Page Two.)
more economically managed by a single board, which would give
more time aud take more interest in their success than separate
boards.
There can he no quetion as to the importance of careful am.
economical management of these institutions in order to get the best
results at the least possible expense consistent with the welfare of
the hospital patient as well as the unfortunate inmates of the asy-
lum, reform school and penitentiary.
The asvluin expenses have been kept within the appropriations,
supplemented by $2 1. 000 allowed for products manufactured and
raised at the asylum.
The reform school requires special consideration, due to the
youth of those there confined to the end that it may be made a
genuine reformatory, developing healthy, normal human beings,
instead of augmenting and advancing tendencies that hac already
shown in criminal conduct.
1 wish to call your attention particularly to the State IVnileii-tiar- v.
The appropriations formerly made have not been adequate
for its maintenance supplemented by the convicts' earnings. An
increase will he necessarv on account of the increase in the number,
of convicts and for the purpose of repairs and improvements.
The stables were partially destroyed by fire some time ago. A
kitchen and dining room should be provided away from the main
building ami cell bouse. The present situation is unsatisfactory
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any money-transmitti- ng
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on con-
signments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consist-
ent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
R. J. PALEN, President. J. B. READ. Cashier.
L. A. HUGHES, F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
Legislators
Listen !
Do not let this
opportunity for
true economy
pass you by.
BEFORE haveNEVERbeen so abso-
lutely determined to gain
your patronage, and never
before have used so much
painstaking thought in
the selection from large
lines of SPRING AND
SUMMER SUITINGS.
ami
and
much aud more than the appropriations or payments made by tiic
Territory. Special attention is directed to the financial statement i
submitted which should be carefully analyzed.
Nine educational institutions heretofore constituted by law
as territorial institutions, were confirmed as state institutions of
learning by the constitution.
Under the provisions of the various acts of the legislature
much latitude is given to the boards of regents of these institutions
as to the subjects to he taught. In several of the institutions pre-
paratory depart men ts are conducted where work is done which
more properly belongs to the high schools in the dill'crent cities
and towns in the state. Were the state institutions relieved of
this work, the expense of maintaining them could be materially re-
duced.
In addition to the college course in agriculture at the Xew
Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. ilier.; are
several other courses provided for in this school.
Jn the School of Mines the curriculum affords several courses
in addition to the course in mining and mine engineering. The
r.umher of students who have taken the mining course in this insti-
tution is small. It is eertan that the state educational institutions
could he conducted much more economically .without impairing
their efficiency, than they have been conducted in the past. The
cost of instruction in some of the institutions, where there are few
students in the regular courses, is excessive and a consolidation
is deemed advisable. A duplication of courses in the various in-
stitutions is unnecessary and entails needless expense. In many
branches one professor is as capable of instructing forty student'
as live. Such courses as are taught in the University might well
be dropped from other institutions. The efficiency of the College
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts might be enhanced by dropping
some of the courses and by giving more attention to practical in-
struction in agriculture.
The few students in the regular courses in the School of
Mines might be instructed at the University at a vastly kv--s ex-
pense than is now entailed, or the expense of the School of Mines
greatly reduced.
In order to secure a more systematic and economical manage-
ment of the educational institutions of the state, it is recommended
that, instead of a board of regents for each of the educational in-
stitutions, provision be made for hut one board for all of the
institutions, to the end that greater efficiency may he secured and
the expense of maintenance may be reduced. This will require
an amendment to Sec. US. Art. l'i of the State Constitution.
not, consistent unit tin- - Humane ircatmem, 01 niose mnimm
helpless.
A limited number of convicts are employed in ro:ul work and
lievc that a greater number can be advantageously used in this
work. The results of their work have not been verv sat isl'actory
King a di I' 4t PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS 4?in the past hut I believe this can be remedied by adop
IVreiit policy in handling, and by a graduated system ll' rewards
lor exceptionally gooii worK.
that a farm be acquired by theI he superinteieli nl recommends
How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
--Then Act !Think About It!
THE MOULTON-ESP- E COMPANY
SANTA FE, N. MGENERAL AGENTS.
COUNTY FINANCES.
Countv bonded indebtedness. JJevised
m
as of June 30,
Per Traveling Auditor's JJeport:
County
County Indebtedness
Bernalillo $ 4f,:U;?l.O0
OTELS
THE PALACE
AND
THE MONTEZUMA
m.poo.oo
io
Mi.OO
K!),HM).(M
Chaves . . .
Colfax ...
Curry
Dona Ana
Kddv ....
slate where convicts may lie employed with good results to the stale
as well as being salutary for the health and moral improvement of
the convicts. 1 believe that he is correct in this view, and that, such
a farm should have Itch obtained long before this.
STATE BANKS.
The recent failures of banking institutions in "New Mexico
liave resulted disastrously, not only to some of the depositors, but
such failures have been detrimental to the communities in which
the banks were located. In my opinion, the banking laws of Xew
ilexieo require the careful attention and consideration of your
honorable body. If it shall be found practicable so to do. in my
opinion it would be advisable to revise all the hanking laws of the
state and remove the great confusion which exists in the present
state of these laws. Should a general revision not be found pract-
icable. I earnestly urge that some measures may be adopted which
shall, as far as possible, insure the safety of bank deposits and the
solvency of these institutions. In thirty-eigh- t states the control
,'md regulation of state banking institutions is placed in the hands
of a Banking Board or Banking Commission. The duties of such
a board or commission, as generally provided, are to promulgate
and enforce rules and regulations for the conduct of
those institutions. These rules and regulations generally re-
late to the manner in which the authorized capitalization of
Ihc institution shall be paid in, the manner and practice of
hypothecating stocks and securities of such institutions, the amount
of rediscounts, and the manner of making them, the control of the
reserve which the law requires to be maintained and the adoption
of a uniform and safe method of accounting. Banking institu-
tions of Xew Mexico are incorporated under different laws and pos-
sess different powers. This fact renders it more dillicult for the le-
gislature to prescribe uniform rules covering the various phases
of the banking business; and for this reason 1 advise that a banking
b.iard or commission be created which shall have power to formu-
late rules and regulations for the transaction of the banking busi-
ness of the state and thus prevent, as far as practicable, the possi-
bility of bank failures. The necessity of adequate supervision of
such institutions should not require discussion. These institutions
are incorporated under the laws of the state, and the fact that they
have a charter from the state gives to them a prestige and an ap-
peal to public confidence which would not otherwise obtain. I re-
commend that this commission shall be composed of the (iovernor,
the State Treasurer and the Attorney (iencral. Such a board
would not involve the state in any additional expense other than
Mich clerical services and incidental expenses as may be absolutely
necessarv. If such a board or commission is created with authority
to make rules and regulations, an adequate penalty should be pro-
vided for the punishment of those who shall violate such rules and
regulations. The traveling auditor and bank examiner should be
required to make a full report to this commission when it shall
be established, of all his official doings, together with such recom
Santa Fe, New Mexico. Now Under the Same Managemen
The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and tableservice unexcelled.
Large Sample Rooms. THOS. DORAN, Proprietor
Why buy a " " suit
made in New York sweat shops six
(iuadaliipe ."((. 7:.".M
Lincoln 1 I.To.oo
Luna , KoVivMi.OO
McKinley 24.0'iiumi
Mora . !).!)() LOU
Otero 37.ODIUM)
Quay JS.IM.-fi
l!io Arriba
Iloosevelt 22,000.00
Sandoval (ili.DOD.OO
San Juan I!!), 100.00
San Miguel ,.. 4S.V.0O.0O
Sierra .m.OM.OO
Socorro ir:5.iil)0.00
Taos 4!,i00.00
Torrance 40,000.00
Union 53,500.00
Valencia 111,000.00
months before the latest style plates
are published, when you can get a New Spring Shoes.suit made to your special order and
shape in our store right here. Bring
us a sample of any $35.00 or $40.00
suit and we will duplicate it F YOU are ready for your
SPRING SHOES we shallFOR $25.00
be pleased to show you our hand
some new styles.
Ask what kind of tailors we are of
those who have already patronized
us, and then be sure you will get
something nobby for your money.
Total Indebtedness
This does not include the debts of Santa Fe and Grant Counties
which are to be practically assumed by the State, amounting to a
sum variously estimated from less than .$1,000,000.00 to $1,500 -
odo.o-j-
I am unable to learn definitely just what this is. Why this is
so I cannot say from information available.
The receipts and disbursements of the various counties shown
below will give you at a glance, valuable information which will
probably be useful.
Schedule of County Finances, per TIeport of Traveling Auditor,
January 1. 1!)11 to December 31, 1911.'
Jlcceipls :
Balance in hands of County Treasurers, Jan. 1, 1911. $1,505,1 1!.2!
Delinquent Taxes $ 1 i'(i,i)3 1.43
mendations as would enable the commission to promulgate rules
and regulations for the government of these institutions, and for
the protection of depositors, stockholders and the general public.
I desire to call your attention to the provisions of section .254
of the Compiled Laws of 1897. This section prohibits any private
person or persons or firms or other associations not incorporated
NEVER BEFORE IN
YOUR CITY WAS
THERE SUCH A VA-
RIETY OF STYLE
AND WIDE RANGE
OF PRICES.
Style is
Always the
.3O!),2r,5.00
l.V2,32().3.S
39,391.35
28,S9'.89
57,507.17
21,341.01
13,184.29
97,551.03
Current Taxes
Mdse. and Liquor Licenses
Poll Tax
Common School
Sale of Bonds ;
Forest Keserves
District Court Clerks . . . .
All other receipts
Most
Prominent$2,S9G,084.75
. Total $4,401,234.04
Disbursements:
Court $ 180,282.74
Interest 109,578.28
W. A. Bounty 30,079.37
Boads and Bridges 199,334.45
Public Buildings 204.158.81
Paid State 501,890.33
Paid Cities 240,393.03
Paid Schools 899,291.02
Treasurers Commissions 90,105.39
Assessors' Commissions 90.802.87
All other disbursements 427,070.38
$3,099,119.27
under the banking laws of the state from doing a banking busi-
ness. The penalty prescribed by the statute is to make null and
void all contracts with such person, or persons or firms transacting
such business. This statute was enacted in 1881 and it was doubt-
less believed by the legislature at that time that the public interest
demanded the enactment and enforcement of such a statute. 1 am
informed, however, that this statute is being violated in several sec-
tions of the state and that individuals and firms are engaged in
the banking business contrary to the provisions of this statute.
There is no law which authorizes any kind of public supervision of
the business of such persons or firms, and I firmly believe no one
should be permitted to do a banking business in Xew Mexico, except
subject to reasonable and strict supervision by some public author-
ity. I therefore recommend that your honorable body make it a
criminal offense to violate the provisions of that statute and fix a
term of imprisonment as the penalty.
SALARIES OF COUNTY OFFICERS.
Article X Section 1 of the constitution provides as follows:
"The legislature shall at its first session, classify the counties
and fix salaries for all county officers, which shall also apply to
those elected at the first election under this constitution."
This will require as careful consideration and as patient ap-
plication as any subject of legislation that will come before you.
You should make a fair adjustment, having due regard to the
lights of the officers as well as those of the tax payers, providing
reasonable compensation for services to be performed without im-
posing excessive burdens upon our people for work that they are
entitled to have at a rate of compensation in line with that paid
for similar services in other states and in private business.
It was urged in the constitutional convention that doing away
wiit fees and placing county officers on a salary basis would re-
sult in a great saving to the various counties. It now rests with
you to determine and decide how much saving shall be made.
TAXATION.
The attention of the legislature is called to the great inequali-
ties in the assessments of property in the state. In some instances
property has been assessed at its full cash value, and in other in-
stances, in the same county, property has been assessed at less than
five per cent of its cash value. Some method should be provided
bv the legislature for securing, so far as possible, equality in the
assessment of all property, in order that the burden of taxation for
the support of our government may fall equally on all property
throughout the state. The percentage of actual value that is taken
Feature
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Balance in hands of Countv Treasurers. January 1,
1912, per Beport of Traveling Auditor ....... .$1,302 114.77
At the prevailing rate of interest on public funds, had the'
balances of the various counties been placed so that interest would
liave been derived, it would have netted the counties in aggregate
$15,000.00 to $00,030.00" per annum, figuring the aggregate aver-
age balance at $1,500,000.00.
You will readily see that such a condition should not be longer
tolerated ,and will no doubt provide a law that will guarantee to
the counties a fair rate of interest on their own funds.
STATE INSTITUTIONS.
The Penitentiary, the Mnicrs' Hospital at Eaton, the Tnsanc
Asylum at Las Vegas and the Beform School at Springer are
named in the constitution as State institutions, and each shall be
under the control and management of a hoard composed of five
members.
The legislature shall provide for the title, duties and powers of
each.
It is my opinion that these institutions" could be better and
v$ckn &flueger SeeOurWindow
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TAILORS
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I earnestly commend this subject to your careful consideration
that you may be able to give to the people a law more just and
equitable and one that will serve for their protection without the
excessive cost that now falls on every consumer of oil in the state.
TRAVELING AUDITOR.
As no report has been furnished me by the former Traveling .
I am not in a position to comment very extensively on the
conduct of or the work done by that office. It would seem, how-
ever, from the statement made to me by the former traveling aud-
itor, John Joerns, that the work required by law cannot be per-
formed by the auditor and one assistant. I believe that this state-
ment is correct. This office is one of the most important to the tax
payers of the state and if properly managed and its purposes
'
thoroughly carried out may be made to the greatest interest of all
tax pavers and persons having transactions with the different
bank---in- g
institutions of' the state. Under the salary system provided "
ty the state constitution for county officers this office will become"
still more important and the work required from the auditor will
be much greater than it has been in the past. The traveling aud-
itor can be of great assistance to the board of equalization in ob-
taining accurate information concerning the property subject to
taxation and the transactions of the various assessors and collectors
generally throughout the state.
" Taking into consideration the
great importance of this office and the necessity of having the work
thoroughly and carefully performed, I am of the opinion that
mother assistant to the traveling auditor should be provided and
would therefore recommend the creation of this office by the legis-
lature.
MOUNTED POLICE.
The laws of 1009 made an appropriation of $12,000 for the
support and maintenance of the mounted police, the regular force
to consist of one captain, one sergeant and four privates, and au-
thorizing the governor to make additional appointments whenever '
necessary for a limited time, so long as their services should be re-
quired. There seems to have been no limit to the number of add-
itional that might be appointed so long as the appropriation should
hold out to pay them. You will readily see, however, that this ap- -
ropriation was not sufficient to maintain much more than the re-
gular force. The deficiency on February 0, 1012 was $494.64.
The captain of the mounted police recommends in his report
that "owing to the troubled condition along the Mexican border
and the steadily increasing population in Xew Mexico, I earnestly
recommend an increase in the number of men in the mounted
police." He might have named another reason which seems to one
to be more forcible and that is the remarkable number of crimes,
especially murders, committed during the past year. It is a well
known fact that the sheriffs of the various counties even on a fee
basis are not always diligent in pursuing and capturing criminals.
When they are put on a salary basis the inducements for active effi-- (
iency will not be increased. Considering the situation generally
and the probabilities as to the future it seems to me that an in-
crease in this force is very important to the peace and welfare of
the state.
MINE INSPECTOR.
Article XT1I of the State Constitution provides for an in-
spector of mines, who shall be appointed by the governor by and
with the advice and consent of the senate, and whose duties and
salary shall be as prescribed by law. Said article also provides that
the legislature shall enact laws for the safety of miners, and for
the prevention of employment of children under certain age in
mines. Prior to the admission of Xew Mexico as a state there was
a mine inspector appointed by the President of the United States
whose salary and expenses were paid by the United States. Under
Mir State Constitution the United States Laws for protection of
miners are continued ir force until superseded by state legislation.
The compensation provided under the Federal Act shall, be paid tq..
the acting mine inspector until provision is made for such payment
"
'
by the state.
Legislation in accordance with the above requirement should
be enacted as soon as practicable, as the salary of the mine inspector
continues the same, but without any provision for payment untilihe state makes such enactment as provided for in said Article
XVII.
LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
It is evident that the liquor traffic in Xew Mexico is not being
controlled to the general satisfaction of the people. We have sta
tutes applicable throughout the state dealing with some generalfeatures regulating this traffic, but it is generally conceded that
these laws are recognized as often in their breach as in their enfor-cemen- t.
Additional penalties should be provided and some method
devised so as to secure the enforcement of the existing laws the
day.
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J. W. Mullens moved that the min-
ority be given the privilege to nomin-
ate the sergeant-at-arms- . The motion
was lost 15 to 31, the Speaker not vot-
ing.
The original resolution was then
adopted.
Conrad N. Hilton moved that the
House proceed to the selection of
seats under the Reed rule. Passed.
W. E. Blanchard, J. R. Skidmore and
W. E. Blanchard were appointed a
committee to have charge of the se-
lection. Charles C. Catron explained
the method of the placing of the num-
bered ballots in a box and their draw-
ing by a blindfolded page.
The House adjourned to 10 o'clock
tomorrow forenoon.
hereafter. Xot very much comment is necessary to show the diff-
iculties that are ahead of us in providing the revenue necessary to
maintain our public schools in accordance with the constitution.
Those who have been able to obtain only from four months to no
school at all are entitled to and should receive first consideration.
Many of our towns boast of the fine schools that they are main-
taining and they are justly and properly proud of the conditions
tliey have helped to create; but they should not forget the thou-
sands of children who are isolated and without school facilities
and who are growing up in ignorance. The situation must be re- - '
medied. Some method must lie devised by law to provide for the
education of those who most need it and for whom the constitution
has made provision.
You will, no doubt, find ibis a different problem to solve, but I
am confident you will use your best efforts to bring to the children
who so much need it the education which is justly their due.
v The superintendent of public instruction recommends that a
provision be made for the furnishing of free school books up' to
t;nd including the 8th grade, and has submitted a statement show-
ing what has been done in this direction in other states, and in this
recommendation I fully concur.
I would also recommend the enactment of a complete and
comprehensive school law providing for a system of country schools
throughout the state and the repeal of all other laws now on the
ftatute books relating to public schools.
PUBLIC LANDS.
Reports furnished by Commissioner of Public Lands show the
following condition with reference to lands granted, or to be
granted, under the Enabling Act :
(J ranted under Act of June 21, 1008, Title ves-
ted in the Territory 5,01(5,42fl.23 acres
Selected by the Territory, but not yet approved
by Secretary of Interior Department 378.803.01 acres
Xot yet selected by the Territory 180,942.04 acres
Total granted Territory by Congressional act. .5,585,175.32 acres
Status of the Land, Title vested in the Territory as follows:
Lands leased 2,234,174.38 acres
Land sales 1000-1011- .. 88,133.9 acm
Old Palace G rounds 2.60 acres
Vacant Lands- - 2,004,118.70 acre?
Total 5,01(5,429.27 acres
The Commissioner of Public Lands, in his report to me states
that he is preparing a general law covering the whole subject of
public lands which he later will submit for my consideration. When
this shall be done I will transmit the same to your honorable body
as may then be deemed appropriate and advisable.
The following shows total lands granted to the new state:
School sections 2 and 32 4,210,520 acres
University 200,000 acres
Agricultural College 150,000 acres
Normal Schools 200,000 acres
School of Mines. . . 150.000 acres
Military Institute 100,000 acres
Miners Hospital 50,000 acres
Insane Asylum 100,00 acres
Public Buildings at Capital 100,000 acres
Penitentiary 100,000 acres
Deaf, Dumb, Blind Schools 100,000 acres
Charitable, Penal and Reformatory 100,000 acres
Pay Debts of Grant and Santa Fe Counties 1,000,000 acres
Total Lands Granted
.G,5G'fl,520 acres
When all lands granted are formally selected, the state will
have direct charge and control of approximately 12,000,000 acres
of land. This is an extensive trust and we would have legislation
to provide promptly for the administering of this trust with a
maximum degree of safety and at a minimum cost.
CAPITOL IMPROVEMENT BOARD.
This board was created in March 1907 and received appropria-
tions for Capitol Extension and Executive Mansion $50,000 and
$32,000; and $3500 paid direct to the owners of land for site for
the executive mansion.
This board, according to its report, expended $85,087.82, which
appears to include the $2,500 which they never received. After pay-
ment of discount and all expenses connected with the bond issue
there remains a balance to the credit of this board of $958.93.
The secretary in his report to me states that a more complete
and detailed report will he made later for general distribution.
It would seem that the purpose for which this board was
created has been accomplished and its work appears to be com-
pleted.
SUPERINTENDENT OF INSURANCE.
Section 6 of Chapter 11 of the Constitution provides: "All
charters, papers and documents relating to corporations on file in
the office of the secretary of the territory, commissioner of insur-
ance and all other territorial offices shall be transferred to the of-
fice of the commission'' meaning the corporation commission. The
constitution also provides that the corporation commision shall is-
sue all licenses, etc. This takes from the insurance commissioner
a large part of his duties and in my opinion the intention was to
absorb the office of superintendent of insurance.
There seems, however, to "have been something remaining for
1 im to do as the office appears still to be continued in force. Now
considering the provisions of the constitution and the fact that the
work of this officer is already largely performed by the corporation
commission, it seems to me only reasonable that the remainder be
transferred to some other official and the office of Superintendent ofInsurance abolished.
PAROLE OFFICER.
The report of the parole officer would indicate to me that his
duties are not very onerous and might well be performed by some
other official. The salary is $75 per month paid out of convicts
earnings. The duties now performed by the parole officer wereI think formerly left to the Captain of the mounted police! The
most important part of the work relating to the paroled prisoners
now has to be done by the Superintendent of the Penitentiary, andit seems to me unnecessary to maintain this office for the purposes
specified in the law creating it. The captain of the mounted police
or the superintendent of the penitentiary can just as well do all
the work required with but little additional expense to the state.
OIL INSPECTOR.
There is a strong impression among the people of New Mexico
that the law creating the office of oil inspector, etc., is not for the
btnefit of the people and that it is not furnishing the protection
that it was claimed would result to the users of petroleum products,from this enactment.
The collection and disbursement of fees charged under thislaw is absolutely in the hands of the inspector. The state derives
no revenue from this source and it costs nothing to the state.The reason of this is that it would be illegal to collect fees beyond
cost of inspection and expenses. The fees collected for inspectionfor the year 1911 were $16,838.78; of this $10,857.21 went for sa-
laries of clerk and deputies; the remainder of $5,989.57 appears tohave been retained by the inspector for his salary. '
It may seem to some that this costs nothing to the people, as
the fees are paid by the oil companies. The fact is, however, that
these fees are simply added to the ordinary price of oil and the
consumers are paying all of it.
The benefits of inspection are, in my opinion, not equal to the
cost of inspection, and this I believe to be the general opinion. - j
EDDIE GAGNIER TO
WASHINGTON AMERICANS.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Lincoln, Neb., March 13. A tele-
gram from President Des Pain of the
Western League Club here- - announces
that, the Washington Americans
their option on Eddie Gag-nie-r,
leading fielding shortstop in
League last season. The pur-
chase price was $2,000. It was under-stoo- d
that an American Association
club is dickering with Washington for
ihe player.
MARKETREPORT
St. Louis.
St. Louis, Mo., March 13. Lead
steady 4; spelter stronger 6.90
6.92
St. Louis.
St. Louis, Mo., March 13. Wool
steady; territory and western medi-
ums 1618; fine mediums 1517;
fine 1015.
MESSAGE OF GOVERNOR WILLIAM C. McDONALD.
(Continued from Page Three)
us a tiasis in making assi'ssmients is of no great importance. The
main point is that all property in the state shall he fairly assessed.
The present law requires that the assessment of all property shall
be made at its full cash value. This law is disregarded in every
county in the state. AVere all of the property in New Mexico as-
sessed at its full cash value, the valuation of the state for taxa-
tion would be much more than $300,000,000, and a tax rate of less
than three mills would be ample for all state purposes.
The total assessed valuation of all property in. New Mexico
subject to tax, for the year 1010, was $58,313,120.18; and for the
M-a- 1911 it was $(iO,04S,SS0.75. The Board of Equalization is
making every effort in its power this year to increase this valuation
' 'to $80,000,000. ' ,:'
Every assessor is required by law to make oath, that he has
ties in the assessments of property in the state. In some instances
county subject to taxation and that he has assessed it equally and
uniformly, to the best of his judgment, information and belief, at
its full cash value. The law is plain, but it has not been enforced
and no serious attempt has been made to enforce it. Instead of re-
quiring assessments of property to be made at its full cash value,
The law should fix some certain per cent of the real value as a basis
lor taxation and this should be strictly adhered to so that all pro-
perty should pay its fair share of taxes. The rate of taxation for
state purposes is limited by the constitution; and, unless all prop-
erty shall be assessed at some reasonable percentage of value our
revenue will be inadequate to the proper maintenance of a state gov-
ernment.
It is recommended that the Board of Equalization be given
power to inquire into the assessment of property, in the various coun-
ties in the state, for the purpose of determining whether assessments
have been properly made, and that provLion be made for the re-
moval from office of assessors who fail to perform their duty as re-
quired by law.
MUSEUM OF NEW MEXICO.
I invite your attention to the report of the Museum of Xew
Mexico, and suggest that the members of the legislature visit this
institution personally. The museum was established by the act of
the legislature of 190!) and is fittingly housed in the Old Palace in
Santa Fe. It is under the management of a board of regents ap-
pointed by the governor, and the director of the School of Amer-
ican Archaeology.
We were particularly fortunate in securing for Santa Fe the
headquarters of the School of American Archaeology. This school
tinder legislative sanction was given room in the Old Palace with
the Museum, so we have the benefit of this national scientific insti-
tution working hand in hand with our state museum.
The museum of Xew Mexico is destined to become one of the
valuable assets of the state, from a point of culture and education.
The school and the museum have harmoniously and
have attracted to our state eminent scientists and scholars from all
over the world.
The museum has made wonderful progress during the short
time of its existence and has met with general approval.
Several rooms in the east end of the Old Palace are occupied
by the Historical Society of Xew Mexico. This society, I believe,
is the pioneer in the historical department of the state. It has
done valuable work in the way of acquiring objects of historic
interest to the state and to the southwest. The public funds ex-
pended by this society during the past several years, according to
the books in the auditor's office, amount to $14,000.00. Under
an act of the legislature of 100!) it is provided:
"That the rooms in the east end of the building which are
now occupied by the Historical Society of Xew Mexico, shall
be reserved for the use of said society, free of rent, so long as
the same is conducted in harmony with the management of
the Museum of Xew Mexico herein established, and for free
public use. The facts of which shall be judged of bv the ter-
ritorial legislature.-- '
Tn order that the interots'of the State Museum be properly
conserved and fostered, regardless of personal consideration, I re-
commend that the collections in the rooms of the said historical so-
ciety be turned over to the State Museum, and that the rooms occu-
pied by the historical society be likewise placed at the disposal of
said Museum. In other words, I recommend that the entire build-
ing known as the Old Palace be turned over to the Museum of Xew
Mexico, and that all articles in the rooms of said Historical So-
ciety, or elsewhere, purchased with public moncv be delivered to
the State Museum.
The Museum now needs additional room, and I believe that in
the interest of economy and good management these two institu-
tions should be consolidated.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
Information furnished by the State Superintendent of PublicInstruction regarding the school census of the various counties
shows figures that are well worth deep consideration. The census
e s herein used represents children of school age.
The report shows for the year ended June 15, 1911.
Number of school districts j000Number of school rooms 1589
School census and children of school age 100045
School enrollment
.... 56778
Average attendance (Approximate) . . 39534
Figures here based on 75 per cent of enrollment in attend-tmc- e.
This figure is conservative.
The question of education is to my mind by far the most im-
portant that confronts the people of Xew Mexico today. OurState Constitution provides in Sec. 4 of Article 12, as follows:
"A public school shall be maintained for at least five months
in each year in every school district in the state." "
From information obtainable from all reports at hand it ap-
pears that there arc nearly 30,000 children of school age who have
...
not had the benefit of five months school which will be required
Contlued on Page Six.
TWENTIETH CENTURY
LIMITED INTO DITCH.
De--Iron Mountain Fast Mail Also
railed, But No One Hurt in
Accidents.
There is Only One
"Bromo Quinine 99
Thai is
Laxative Bromo Quinine
USED THE WOULD OVER TO CURE A COLO IK OHE OAT.
Always rerxiember the Ml name. Look
far this signature on every box. 25c. 6&
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
St. Louis, Mo., March 13. The Iron
Mountain's fast mail train No. 7 was
derailed near De Soto, Missouri, to-
day, and the engineer, fireman and a
mail clerk were slightly injured. The
engine and two mail cars turned over.
The two baggage cars and sleeper re-
mained upright after leaving the
rails.
Hyde Park, N. Y., March 13. The
second section of the Twentieth Cen-
tury Limited on the New York Cen-
tral bound for New York, was wreck-
ed here today and four passenger
coaches were thrown into the river
and partially submerged. No one was
killed and only four passengers were
slightly injured. ' The injured and oth-
er passengers were transferred to an-
other section of the limited and sent
on to New York.
The Acme of Insurance !
In the famous "SELF SUSTAINING POLICY" written ex
exclusively by the
RELIANCE LIFE INSURANCE
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
the ACME of Life Insurance Underwriting has been reached. IT
IS THE MOST LIBERAL POLICY WRITTEN. Let us explain it to
you! "A RELIANCE policy indeed Is truly a reliance In time of need."
THE OCEAN .ACCIDENT AND GUARANTEE CORPORATION,
of London, England, writes all kinds of Accident, Health,
Automobile and Liability Insurance. For Fidelity and Surety
Bonds, the EQUITABLE SURETY COMPANY, cf St. Louis, is
without a peer.
HAI I I & H AI I AGENTS' 2' CAP,TAL BANK BUILDING,
UiLfLjf Ul HALL) .,, - SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
IN lOSTAllTION
It seemed strange to so active and
energetic a young man as Arthur H.
Scott of Brooklyn that he did not at-
tack his work with the usual enthu-
siasm last spring.,
He knew it was not "spring fever"
for his healt hfailed and, to use his
own words in a recent letter, "I could
net sleep, had no energy or ambition
and could not do my work properly.-
'I must say that Vinol has done me
wonderful good for I feel strong and
ambitious again, just like I used to
before my health failed. I rest well
it night, have a good appetite and no
more nervousness, all because I taak
your excellent tonic, Vinol."
One Teason Mr. Scott was willing to
try Vinol was because he knew he
could get his money back if Vinol did
not benefit him. This delicious cod
Uver and iron remedy without oil,
positively has no equal as a spring
medicine, to enrich the blood and
make weak, worn-ou- t men, .women
and children, rugged, fogy and strong.
We guarantee it to do this, and vgive
back your money if it does not. The
Capital Pharmacy, Santa FeN. M.
When YourGlasses Break
SEND THEM TO
TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Lenses ground either to match' broken ones
or to Oculists' Prescription.
WORK RETURNED BY FIRST MAIL.
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MRS. LINDHART
GOOD ENOUGH
FOR US!
UNITED' STATES BANK & TRUST CO.
CAPITAL 850,000 00
Does a General Banking Business
For The Nervous Woman,
Or the woman who experiences hot flashes nothing is so good to soothe, quiet
andcalin the nervous system as a pure glyceric extract of native medical plants,
and made without alcohol, which has been soid by druggists for the past forty
years, and most favorably known as Doctor Pierce's Favorite Prescription. In
younger years some women suffer from dizziness, or fainting spells, hysteria,
headache, bearing. down feelings and pain. All these symptoms of irregularity
and female disturbance are relieved by the use of this famous " Prescription
of Doctor Pierce.
As a powerful, invigorating tonic " Favorite Prescription imparts strength
to the whole system, and in particular to the organs distinctly feminine.
Milliner
125 Palace AvenueYour Patronage Solicited
rur uvcr'nui&cu, " t '
teachers, milliners, dressmakers, seamstresses, " shop-girl-
house-keeper- s, nursing mothers, and feeble women generally,
it is an excellent appetizing cordial and restorative tonic.
"My disease was called retroversion." vritps Mns. Lydia McDo-
nald, of Mecosta. Mich., Route 1. " I had nervous chills anil numb spells
and they would leave me very weak. Then 1 had inflammation and the
doctor said I had a floatinir kidney. I doctored seven months with our
family physician. He said I would have to have an operation. Ihen I
stopped takinsr his medicine. After takim? three bottles ot Dr. Pierce s
medicines I have not had any nervous chills or weak spells. I am better
than for years. ... . n, .
. B. LAUGHLIN, President H. F. STEPHENS. Csihier,
W. E. GRIFFIN Asst. Cashier -
Iy aaufrnrer is now thkuik . !'.'" ..uGolden Medical Discovery, also the Pellets for nervousness and weak,
tired feelinir. These remedies have helped her ever so much in a short
time. We have great faith in your medicines for female troubles."
in the city in the interest of his dis-- 1
trict. He is a guest at the Monte- -
zuma.
J. J. Lobato, of San Luis. Colo., is
in the city visiting with his three sons
who are students of St. Michael's col-
lege.
Edwin S. Broad well, of Espanola,
practicing chemist and a graduate of
the scientific department of the Uni-
versity of Maine left the city this af-
ternoon for his ranch in the Espanola
valley.
W. D. Shea of the Denver & Rio
ft
Induce mild natural bowel movement.Mas. McDonald. Dr. Pierce's Pleasant PelletsIncorporated 1903.Established 1856.
here. '
PERSONAL MENTIONAbout Due! A. O. Waha, of the forest serviceFranl! James, a ranchman of Hagen,Torrance county, is in the city sellinga quantity of frijoles in the local mar-ket.
Rafael Herrera of T.as Polvaderas,
Style isn't style when it has no foundation on quality mater-
ials, tailored into the garment. In allwhen it is not expertly
lines of endeavor there is always one man or firm that is by
all acknowledged supreme, preeminent. Every good dresser
recognizes the supremacy of the ROYAL TAILORS. Paste
diamonds, but cotton will notmay serve the purpose of good
take the place of wool in yout suit.
"
That's good Indian for the man who discovers, after it is too
late, that his clothes are part cotton. Poor fellow ! Me knows
the rain will spot the fabric--a wetting will put the shape all
out. Don't get stuck that way. Buy ROYAL TAILORED
CLOTHES. They will not shrink on your back. Form-fittin- g
and shape-retainin- g. EVERY THREAD GUARANTEED TO
BE WOOL OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED. Prices as cheap
as you are paying for half cotton.
A Suit for $18.00 you have been paying $22.50 for
A Suit for $25.00 any man might be proud of
A Suit for $30.00 will make the ladies take notice
A Suit for $35.00 you would pay $75.00 for on Fifth Av.
Juan Romero, a miner of San Pedro,
Grande railroad, returned last evening
from a conference with officials of the
road in Denver. He also visited Em-bud- o
and Taos.is
in the city buying supplies.
who has been in the city the past '
PRINQ house cleaning will soon few days left this morning for his
home.s1 INCENDIARY FIRE ATSILVER CITY FOLLOWS ROBBERYbe here, and now is the time to J. H. O'Reilly, weil known insur-
ance man of Albuquerque, is a visitor
from the Duke City and a guest at the
Palace.
Enritiue Varela, a ranchman ot Ken-
nedy, is in the city on business.
E. E. Veeder, attorney of Las Ve-
gas, returned to his home last evening.
Juan Gat-dun- a ranchman of Em-bud-
is here visiting relatives and
friends.
John Murry, a ranchman from near
Stanley, is in the city disposing of
farm produce.
Abe Hixenbaugh, the sheriff of Col-
fax county, returned yesterday to his
home in Raton.
Tnmjc Oiirule. a farmer of Canon- -
i
v. 1
An incendiary fire following a burg-
lary partially destroyed a brick block
of five stores on Texas street, Silver
City, N. M., opposite the Orient hotel,
owned by the Abrahams estate and
occupied by the Leras Candy Com-
pany, L. A. Abrahams' furniture and
carpet store, and Attorney Frank
Wright. The loss is about $10,5(10.
M. A. Ross, the Albuquerque lum-
berman, returned to that city to at-
tend a meeting of the lumbermen of
the state.
F. H. Lester, former mayor of A-
lbuquerque, and well known attorney,
plan the changes that you want to
make. We have made a special
effort to secure a nobby line of por-tier- s,
couch covers in all designs,
carpets and rugs, oil cloth and lin-
oleum. Come in and look over this
line. It may be a suggestion for
you. We have just unpacked a full
line of
a visitor in the city and a guest at
cito, is in the city trading with the the Montezuma.
Assistant District Attorney H. B.local merchants.
L. C. Holmes, a government em-
ploye, arrived in the city last evening
from Washington, D. C.
W. F. Hogan, a mining man of Cer-illo-
arrived in the city yesterday and
is stopping at the Pa;ace.
PRICE OF SUGAR
DROPPED TEN CENTS.
T" Leased Wire to New Mexican7
New York, March 13. All grades
of refined sugar were lowered today
10c per hundred pounds.
Jamison arrived in the city last even-
ing from Albuquerque. He is stop-
ping at the Palace.
H. F. Robinson and E. D. Kinney, of
the Indian irrigation service, are in
the city from Albuquerque. They are
at the Montezuma.
J. D. Hand, the real estate man and
W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
FOR HONEST PRICESTHE MASTER TAILORS.
E. W. Dobson, prominent attorney
of Albuquerque, is in the city. He U
stomiine at the Montezuma.Very Fine Table Linen, Napkins, Etc. NEW GOODSranchman, returned to his home in LasVegas yesterday afternoon, after con-
ferring with local Democrats.
Bias Garcia, a farmer of Canoncito,
is in the city on business with the
county school superintendent.
SPRING MILLINERYC. W. G. Ward, district attorney of
the Fourth Judicial District, returned MATS, FLOWERS, CHIFFONS sxsssxto his home yesterday evening after MALINES, RIBBONS, SILKS, ETC.SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY, 1
P. 0. Box, 219. :::::: Phone 36 $ Strictly New
Line of
Also have Crochet Threads, Slip GENTLEMEN:
spending a day in the Capital.
with headquarters in Albuquerque, is
FROM THE NORTH COUNTRY.
MEN'S YOUTHS' and BOYS'per Cotton, Embroidery Silk, and
a fine assortment of Stamped
Goods for French and Eyelet Em
Julian Chaves of Albuquerque, mem-
ber of the 1907 House, was a legisla-
tive visitor in Santa Fe today.
Mrs. Sarita Faeheco, a teacher in
the public school at Jacona, is in the
city visiting her small children.
Felix Lujan, a farmer of San Ilde-fons-
is in the city and will remain
for a few days transacting biriness.
County School Superintendent John
V. Conway has just returned from an
inspection of the schools of Cerrillos.
John H. Sargent, merchant of El
Rito, returned to his home after a
few days spent in transacting business
broidery, etc. Spring 2id Summer Clothing :
. . cwpi i nd MATERIALS that vou can select
MISS A. MUGLER,
Where the Winters are Cold and the
Snows Deep.
Writing from the vicinity David Ha-ru-
made famous, a man says that he
was an habitual coffee drinker, and, tl..Southeast of Plaza.INSURANCE, SURETY BONDS, although he knew it was doing him
harm. (Tea is equally harmful, be
it
cause It contains caffeine the same
from that will surely please you. Some fine wash suits for
boys. Mothers, come to see them.iffliiriS. C. Buff Orpingtonsdrug found in coffee) was too obstiREAL ESTATE, RENTING. nsite tn eive it in), till at once heManicuring, Massaging, went to pieces with nervousness and EG&S FOR HATCHING.insomnia, loss of appetite, weakness
and a generally used-u- p feeling, which Forrr?ctically unfitted him for his ardu
pus occupation, and kept him on $1.50 13 Eggs
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads,
facial lines, absolutely removed. All
kinds of hair work done.
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
Phone 5075 343 San Francisco St
The Insurance and Surety Companies we represent
are the strongest in the world, and our list of Real Es- - j
tate is too large to enumerate. ft
Let us explain one of our attractive Life, Health or Acci- - w
dent Policies or show you our list of Real Estate Bargains. K
ESTABLISHED OVER 30 YEARS.
couch at home when his duty did not
call him out.
"While in this condition Grape-Xu- t
CHAS. A. WHEELON,food was suggested to me and I began Seven acre tract situate nearBall Park. No buildings.
I and in line of development
ACREAGEto use It. Although it was in the middl
of winter and the thermometer was Phone Red 204. 315 Palace Ave
often below zero, almost my entire
living for about six weeks of severe
exposure was on Grape-Nut- s food withO. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE, SURETY BONDS, REAL ESTATE. a little bread and butter and a cup
o GRIFFITHH. S. KAUNE 8 COWhere Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.
hot water, till I was wise enough to
of City, and would make a fine truck garden or
chicken ranch. Must be turned immediately in
order that estate may be closed. We will quote
BARGAIN PRICE for immediate cash sale.
JOSEPH B. HAY WARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
make Postum my table beverage.Phone, Red 189. 119 San Francisco St. Makes Men's FineDress Shoes"After the first two weeks I beganto feel better and during the whole
winter I never lost a trip on my mail Ip" stx(nfroute, frequently being on the road
pSH0E
MANUFACTURERS
or 8 hours at a time.The Supreme Luxury "The constant marvel to me was
how a person could do the amount of
work and endure the fatigue and hard
ship as I did, on so small an amount
of food. But I found my new rations
so perfectly satisfactory that I have JKST RECEIVED, A CARLOAD
continued them using both Postum
ANNOUNCEMENT
HAVE just received our Spring Style Book con-
tainingWE all the Latest and Up-to-d- Fabrics
for LADIES' AND MISSES' DRESSES, SUITS AND
COATS. The cost of a garment built to your measure
of Fabrics and Style selected by you isn't any more
in comparison than the cost of garments ready made.
You can save 25 per cent, by having your suit made to
"order through OUR SUIT DEPARTMENT :: :: :: ::
COME IN AND HAVE A LOOK JULIUS H. GERDES.
STRICTLY NEWand Grape-Xut- s at every meal, and of OF NEW FURNITURE
ten they comprise my entire meal.
"AH mv nervousness, irritability
of Coffee Drinking
CHASE &
SANBORN'S
SEAL BRAND
PURE
HIGH-GRAD- E
and insomnia have disappeared and
healthy, natural sleep has come back EVERY PAIR HAS THUW $4 Shoe Equals Anyto me. But what has been perhap --finer d onoe maae
the greatest surprise to me is the fact ft"" Griffith's "SgWWthat with the benefit to my general
WE 'VARRAKT THEMhealth has come a remarkable im
nrcvement in my eye-sigh- t. FINE and HEAVY MEN'S SHOES from
, it we have a Full QUM FURNITURESelection of the
The newest article in the Furniture Line. See the window
display and step in the stare and see the full
assortment. It will do you good.
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKING COMPANY.
"If a good appetite, good digestion
good eye-sigh- t, strong nerves and an
COFFEEIJ E W E L R YI YOU NEVER GO WRONG ON WHAT YOU BUY HERE active
brain are to be desired, I can
say from my own experience, use
Grape-Nut- s and Postum. Name given
by Pobtum Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
Head the little book, "The Road to
Wellville' in pkgs. "There's a rea- -
$2.50 up.
Boys' Shoes from $1.50 up.
Call and see my line before
making your purchase.
B. TONNIES.
204 West Palace Avenue.
The Best of Everything at Right Prices. Filigree Work of J
E? rAirkinn CilvrurarA flit Olaca nrn J
Is the most luxurious coffee
you ever put to your lips.
It is blended from the world's
choicest coffees, and its ex-
quisite flavor never varies.
ALSO HAVE A FULL LINE OF
rated China, watches, Clocks, fctc. Err read the above leter? A new
one appears from time to time. TheySan Franciso are genuine, true, and full of human
Interest.Reliable Jeweler H. C. YONTZ, Street
Chase & Sanborn's Teas. Coronado Restaurant
MULLIGAN & RISING,
JAMES C. McCONVERY,!
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204. :x: Palace
Avenue.
Short Orders run Day & Night. Regular Meals 25c.FUNERAL DIRECTORS
H. S. KAUNE a GO.
Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.
License Numbers, 66-6- Day or Phone, I JO Red.
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot 4 Cold Baths. Electric Lights
222 San Francisco Street :: :: G. Ll'PE HERRERA, PropNext Door to Postoff ice
' SSiSiKSS ,
NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I-TS CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL
15
3-- &
Tl
c
o
Hi
3
Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
Vou pay for, by having it right where you are using it. It saves on your light hill and SAVES THR VFS. Our display
rooms a2J2ll
inspection, andwe have the finesUirTRdino; and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Uet awayj
the maximum light, and better loeking than anything you can get.the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give
-
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY WASHINGTON STREET.
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MESSAGE OF GOVERNOR WILLIAM C. McDONALD.
(Continued From Page Four.)
WebsterSSunday closinr law. tlie prohibition aarainst the sale of Honor to
i.ibitual drunkards, the sale of liquor to minors, the prohibition of
..omen enteritis saloons :md all the other laws relative in these new
InternationalLikeMagicgil jsuhjects should he strictly enforced. At the present time the mu-nicipalities of the state are clothed with authority to strictly re-
gulate, or even prohibit, the sale of intoxicating liquors within Dictionary
1 1their limits. J deem it advisable that these municipalities shouldK C Baking Powder works lie permitted to exercise this control over the territorv adjacent tolike magic. Recipes formerly
considered difficult to bake
;!ie city limits and extending at least one mile beyond such city
limits'. The legal voters of each municipality should, have a right
to initiate ordinnces fora the purpose of further regulating the li- -now come out of the oven
fq'ior trallie in the cities if the citv councils fail to adopt and en
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER?
Because " ceea- -
TION, covermg everyfield of the world's thought,
action and culture. The only
new unabridged dictionary in
many years.
Because enrie8 over 400,000Words ; more than everbefore appeared between two
oovers. a 700 Pages. 6000 Il-lustrations.
Because " 58 tne only dictionary
- with the new divided
page. A "Stroke of Genius."
light, dainty and deli'
cious. It fairly makes
3'ou hungry to look at
them.
force such rules and regulations as the legal voters desire. This
right to initiate ordinances should include ordinances providing
i'lip flip pnlirn lO'obibitinn nf iliw trnflip hi cnpli lnnnir.iivilituia Tt".
jis evident also that some special provision should be made for the
f regulation of this trallie within the counties and outside of the mu- -KG D D
done until there shall be an amendment to the Constitution of the
United States. Under that constitution it is incumbent upon the
legislature of the state to elect these senators. However, a method
has been devised and has been adopted in several states whereby
the choice of the people fdr members of th United States Senate
may be ascertained. I believe that a vast majority of the people
cf the United States are in favor of the election of United States
Senators by a direct vote of the people, and an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States in this respect will doubtless
be adopted in the near future; but until the dapotion of such an
rmendment, I deem it wise that adequate provisions may be en-
acted into law so that the legislature may he advised as to what
individuals the people desire to represent them in such capacity
LEGAL HOLIDAY.
Essence of gratitude for the incalculable good does to hu-
manity and in the cause of Christian civilization by the Conquerors
and first settlers of this soil, demands that we forever hold in
rateful remembrance the names of those great benefactors of the
human race. Much, indeed, do we of the present age and dav owe
to the men, long years before Jamestown and Plymouth Rock felt
the approach of the English power on this Continent, had braved
the privations of the desert and the untold dangers from the sav-iig-
and planted the emblem of the Christian religion in this fair
land of ours, which for the first .time in the course of three hundred
years now conies into the possession of its inheritance and in the
full enjoyment of its rights and privileges under the law.
Gratitude, the fairest gem in the crown of human virtues,
should be manifested by us in some practicable1 and touching ac-
knowledgment of those services; and, in pursuance of that senti-
ment, I earnestly request that a day he set apart and made bv law
a legal holiday and I suggest that it be known as Coronado Pay,the same to he devoted to a reverential memory of those immortal
heroes, the conquerors of this soil and the first civilized settlers
thereof.
DIRECT PRIMARY.
In a popular form of government it is essential that that thoe
who are selected to represent and act for the people should bethe real choice of the people, and thus become in fact, as well asin name representatives of the people. It is not sufficient that the
people shall have the right to elect one or two candidates selected
by opposing parties. The convention system of selecting politicalcandidates has not resulted, as a general rule, in the selection
inicipalities. To this end the Boards of Countv Commissioners
IH1 Because 54 ia an encyclopedia inBAKING
POWDER
Is the housewife's
best friend, lighten-
ing her burdens as
well as the food.
Because J' is accepted by tho
- Courts, Schools andPress as the one supreme 1
Wherever K C is used
you will find healthy,
H Because ha who knows WinsM S access. Let us tell I!
Ijj you about this new work. g
WRITE for tpectmen of new divided pg,.
G. C. MERRIAM CO., PoUUhen, Spriufield, Muc.
MeDtioaULlipapr,reeclTeFE Mtofpocktmaps.
happy families and a con
tented housewife. Com
plies with all pure food laws,
both State and National.
Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior j
United State? Land Office.
ol. Louis Rocky 1, 4
Pacific Railway Company, M omciais ny tne people tree from undue influence exerted by PoI it ICal leaders. Tbo nrm-ailinr- t il -
can- -
Santa Fe, N. M., March 4, 1912..
Notice is hereby given that the follo-
wing-named claimant has filed no-
tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
amended by the act of February 21,
1893 ( 27 Stats., 470), and that said
proof will be n.ade before The Regis-
ter and Receiver at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on April 16, 1912, viz: Damian
Montoya, for the tract lying in section
3, T. 17 N., R. 10 E., N. M. P. M.
He names the tollowing witnesses
to prove his actual continuous ad-
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the sur-
vey of the township, viz: Rafael Mon-toy-
Bernardo Romero, Francisco
Montoya, Luis Ramirez, all of Santa
Fe, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
icm mi uie selection ot partytlidates has been the means in too many cases of buildin- - uppolitical machine which has controlled nam- -
aGENERAL OFFICESRATON NEW MEXICO' and
should he clothed with the same authority in .this respect as the
councils in the cities; and, upon failure by the Board of County
'Commissioners to regulate or prohibit this traffic as the legal voters
of the county desire, such legal voters should be empowered to
initiate ordinances for the regulation or prohibition of this traffic
to the same extent as above recommended with respect to munici-
palities.
j. If your honorable body should not conclude to enact laws along
the lines above suggested, I earnestly urge that you take up this
question and enact some law which shall secure strict regulation
of this trallie and which shall render it less obnoxious to the moral
of the people and which shall cause less injuries to the rising
generation that is resulting from this traffic under existing laws.
, GAMBLING.
In the year 1!fi? n the thirty-sevent- y legislative assembly of
the Territory of Xe Mexico, there as passed, an act entitled: "An
Act to Prohibit Gambling in Xew Mexico." This act was passsd
largely because it was then believed that the Congress of the
I nited States would pass a law forbidding gambling in the Terri-tarie- s
unless some such action was taken by the Territories them-
selves; therefore, we got what is known as the anti-gambli- law.
This law simply forbade certain kinds of gambling and never did
prohibit all gambling in Xew Mexico. There is gambling going
en in every town and hamlet in the stale, which, is a temptation to
the rising generation and a disgrace to those who know the full
significance of the debauching, corrupting effects produced by the
indulgence of habits which lead not only to the impoverishment of
the man. hut to the privation and suffering of the dependent
women and children. A law should be passed that not only pre-
tends to stop gambling, but one with provisions to cover every "phasefnd with penalties sufficient to deter those who evade or "violate
the ordinary provisions of legislation intended for the suprcssion
of this vice.
REVISION OF STATUTES.
I call your attention to the deplorable condition of our statute
law. In 1897, a compilation of the statutes was made, which was
not entirely .satisfactory, but was intended to cover all statutes then
:n force. Since that time, there have been six sessions of the le-
gislature, at each of which there have been numerous changes,
amendments and repeals of the earlier statutes, and a great manyadditions of entirely new ones. The Compiled Laws of 1807 con-
tain over a thousand pages, while the session laws adopted since197 have nearly 1,800 pages. In consequence, there is a great
uncertainty and confusion as to the condition of our statutes on
many different subjects. It is safe to say that there are hut few
lawyers offices in Xew Mexico where it is possible to get definite
rnd exact information on many subjects, so far as our legislationis concerned. A majority of the recently admitted members of
1 he bar, of which there are a great many, have not been able even to
obtain copies of our laws. An nttemnr.
(Head Down) In effect Feb. 18th. 1911 (Read Dp)
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or who knows of any substantial rea-
son under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above-mentione- d
time and place to cross-e- x
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caused the selection of officials who are subservient to the politicalbosses. I therefore urge that the legislative assembly of our newMate at tins, its first session, shall adope what is generally known asa direct primary law." It will not be necessary for me in this
message to outline the details of such a law. A number of statutecin other states upon this subject, nun; be found, and if the legisla-ture shall earnestly seek to enact such a law as will enable the voters
ot the state to have a free and untra.nmeled voice in the selection of
candidates, no serious difficulty should be met in arran-in- " the
proper details of such legislation.
ELECTION LAW.
After the voters have named their candidates, it becomes es-
sential in choosing between such candidates that each voter of the6 a shall have the right to cast his ballot in secrecy, uncoercedand without any umh.e influence. The present system of votin-- hiXew Mexico is i.iadequatcd and does not protect the voter inthe exercise of his most sacred right of citizenship. It is generallyconceded throughout the states of the Union that some modified
""
01 wlli,t k'vn thens "Australian Ballott System" will
t ons. I he details ot such lawa vary in the different states,but here are lour essential features which generally appear in alllegislation upon this subject as follows:
wirS: Twr s,,ou,l ,,,e a Prepared registration of thono name should appear upon the registration list
upon personal application of the voter; no one 'should
permuted to vote at the election whose name has not beenMously registered, nni-- tb vDn.;u- -: ;.. i: .. , . pre'
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amine the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
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that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., l"eb. 8, 1912.
(013817.)
Republication. 12, 1911.
Notice is hereby given tnat the fol
lowing named claimant has filed no
Colonist Fares
TO
Alberta, British Columbia, California, Idaho, Nevada,
Oregon'andWashington Points
tice of his intention to make final
proof under sections 16 and 17 of the
umedy these troubles, to come extent, by a young member of the '
.
"e."-- " '"-- i snouid no closedn , , ao.inra jrc oar, who has printed and sold annotations by which are
. i.j
rime i.etore the election to enable int.: rested
Act of March 3, 1S91, (26 Stats., 854),
as amended by the'Act of February
21, 1893 (27 Stats., 470) in support bf
his claim 3253, serial 013817, for tract
1, sees. 21 and 2S, and tract 2, in sec.
2S, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M. & B.
viz: Donaciano Lucero of Cuba, N.
of all
1 " i ro oe removed from such list the namepersons who are not dualinVd voters.
i.u an me cnanges. repeals and amendments, and hilwe this is
ot great value, yet it does not show what entirely new legislationthere may be on many subjects. Among public officers, only those
v ho have been in office for a long time and have acquired familia-
rity with the statutes relatinsr to their Anti r.,.n ri
:FROM M.
Said proof will be made before the
Register or Receiver. U. S. Land Of" ' ". ceiuumy
...it ,,as rn hsu- - r i mi .AH Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande the fice, Santa Fe, N. M., on April 15, 1912.". uiu proceed, i nis enormously increasesh'bors of district attorneys and of the aL.rnev general, who raelegal advisers of public officers. Claimant names the followine withe
An attempt was made between 1907 an,i iono
nesses to prove his actual, continuous
adverse possession of said land for
twenty years next preceding the sur-
vey of the township, viz.:
thestatutes by means of a commission created by the WislaW I
Dionicio McCoy, Victor Casaus. both
Oi Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
ON SALE DAILY
March 1st to April 15th
LIBERAL
STOPOVERS.
For information as to rates, reservations, etc., call on
or write your local ticket agent or W- - D. Shea, T, F. & P.
A., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
mder the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such nrnof
should not be allowed, will be eiven
an opportunity at the above mention--
am informed that the results of the labors of this commission were
"i.d before the legislature in 1909, and received but little examina- -
mn, because a few faults having been discovered, a spirit of oppo-sition was created to the work.
I recommend that the work of preparing a revision of the
ah, es to be submitted to the next legislature, be committed tothe charge ot the Attorney General of he State, with a sufficiently
urge appropriation to enable him to employ all assistants neces"-sar- yto complete the work within a shrt time, and have the revision
a, reported put in type, so that it will be easy of examination byhe members of the legislature, by all public officers
by members of the bar. Unless this course is taken, there bJZ
I would also recommend that the Attorney General be givenh o assistants, as requested in his report. The increased work of
ec. time anq, place to cross-examin- e
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence in rebuttal of that sub
mitted by the claimant; and especial
notice is hereby Riven to Manual Ara.
gon y Lucero, claimant of claim 1303,
serial 013791, which conflicts with the
land herein described as to .47 of an
acre or tract of 2 of the claim 323S of
opportunity afforded him at the above
mentioned time and place.
u, new conditions created by the constitution" and MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
GOOD WORK.
Done Daily In Santa Fe, Many Citizens
W. L. DeCLOW,
America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Remov-
ing His Business to New Mexico.
I am arranging to change my business location from Cedai
Rapids, la., to Ei Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
clipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15'
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to correspond with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.W. DeCLOW,
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
I have recently secured a special rate by express by which I can shipjacks at lower rates than ever before. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rap-
ids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.
Second: There should be only one ballot prepared at public
tl,e e,ection offida,s22:;; r1 ai1nut T 1 aPFarS t0 Vte- - This ,,alIot sl,'lK 352e'amhttel
,U? m)thhm?d he Prided at each polling
...ay, in privacy of such botthpare
dulntes
Ins ballot without the possibility having hismoiu. oi eatknown to other parties;Fourth: Provision should 'be made whereby any voter who ist " s infir,niTy or 1;uk of 1,,CiUion "-"- -n- - i
n?1Ve I"'0'1" assistf,nce in
',p on tht. ball, h,s choice of candidates. This accoinpliSmay bea provision ,n the statute that any voter may ZS re
i!!rtoi,:tt-T,lance1o-
f tr deetion f,iciais' tlk :Zh ballot I T hUCS P? t0 3SSist in the P"P"- - i
Hecret umler a"Penaltv to keenany information m.parted to such officials at the time ofg.ving assistance in the preparation of the ballotJn- the preparation of an election law it
ngsest that conditions as they exist in Xew MeZ Jd me innWbe borne in nund and any law which yOU mav frn 2 S
etnJltclS WitIl"t infl ?t
J h th,s nnection provision should be
u Ii1ftcampaigui expenses and for the
LANGUAGE QUALIFICATIONS.
interpreter a necL ll vf Wlt,10l,t t,,e aid of "
and n,embers!of tt 3.?!?quirement of the n" if Pursuan' this re-
in section 5 r Tut ' Constitution of Xew Mexico,
provided that ab lity la7 "f the Mawiai "Xt is J''v
without the aid of tl0S f ffice- -an interpreter sball l
(Continued on Page 7.)
Tell of It.
Nearly every reader has heard of
Doan's Kidney Pills. Their good work
m Santa Fe still continues and our
citizens are constantly adding endorse
ment by public testimony. No better
proof of merit can be had than th
experience of friends and neighbors.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe N. M.
March 5, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Encar- -
Colonist
Rates
Read this case:,
Alberta Oarcra, aalisteo St., Santa
Fe, New Mexico, says: "I deem it a
pleasure to corroborate the public
statement I gave in praise of Doan's
Kidney Pills about seven years ago. Ifound them to be an excellent remedy
and I have never hesitated to vouch
for their merit when an opportunityhas been presented. For two years I
was in bad shape from backache and
kidney trouble and when Doan's Kid-
ney Pills were broueht te mv notice.
. lulo nui 0UIV aesirat)le) bllt necessarv
INHERITANCE TAX.
In order to maintain our state government, it will be neces-
sary to raise more revenue than has been done in the past. Thisadditional revenue should be raised, as far as possible, in such man-ner as shall be the least burdensome to our people. Without (lis.
cussing the merits of raising revenue through an inheritance tax,recommend he enactment of a law providing for an inheritancf -- Inch shal be graduated so as to place a tax upon the largerates in greater proportion than 'the tax upon the smaller ones.Such a law would be the means of raising a considerable revenueat the present time, and much revenue will increase with the in- -
srs r,ation aml as the grcat r f -
INCOME TAX.
The Congress of the United States has submitted to thesta es a proposed amendment to the Constitution of he UnitedS ates which provides for a levy by the Federal Government of a
o me tax The of thispurpose proposed amendment is to enablethe federal Government to raise at least a portion of the nationalrevenue from those citizens who are in receipt of considerable in-co-
and best able to bear the expenses of the government. Iocheve such a provision to be both just and equitable, and by means
oTd T18 f gVernment .v be t0 -t-enti from are least able to bear them. I therefore
recommend the erly ratification of such proposed amendment.ELECTION OF UNITED STATES SENATORS.
Under our republican form of government an important pri-'Jlc- ge
of each state is its representation in the United States Sen-
ate Ao yal.d reason occurs to me why those representatives shouldnot be chosen by a direct vote of the people, but such cannot be'
nasion Gonzalea of Santa Fe, New
.Mexico, who on October 12. 190f.
made Homestead Entry, No. 10107
(07870), for S 2 NW S NE
Section 3, Township 18 N.. Ranee
I reaolved to try them. I procured a
10 E., N. M., P. M. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Five Year Proof, to establish claim box and they not only drove awaybackache, but regulated the nassaees
of the kidney secretions and toned up
TO
CALIFORNIA
$25.00
FROM SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
ON SALE DAILY,
March 1st to April 15th, 1912,
Low Rates to the Northwest.
SEE ANY SANTA FE AGENT FORPARTICULARS.
H.S. LUTZ, Aft., SANTA FE, N. M
to the land above described, before
The Register and Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mex-
ico, on the Wth day of Aoril. 191!
my entire system."
For sale by aU dealers. Price 50
Claimant names as witnesses: Rafa.
cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo
New York, sole agents for the United
States.tel Montoya, Anadeto Contreros, Anas-taci- o
Pacheco and Macario JimengK Remember the name Doan's amilail of Santa Fe, New Mexico. take no other.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
" RegUter. New Mexican Want Ads always
bring results. Try It.
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MESSAGE OF GOVERNOR WILLIAM C. MCDONALD.
(Continued from Page Six.)
Hay Fever and Summer Colds
MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
AND WE RECOMMEND
Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound
For quick and definite results.
For MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUGH
that foiiows SCARLET FEVER, for
CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH, for
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
of whatever origin, including CHRONIC
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Kor sale t.f all dreselst.
of ascertaining the popular will of the people upon all important
question.-- . The amendment to t ' inu!d. therefore,
provide for the initiation of legMation upon such petition a- - may
be reasonably obtained when there evMs throughout the Mate :i
reasonable desire for the enactment, of any proposed measure.
It is also important that the people should have the right
to review the action of their representatives in the legislature and
determine for themselves whether or not these laws are such as a
majority of the people desire. Whenever, therefore, objection
arises from a considerable number of the people to any act of the
legislature, the people should have the right, and it should he their
unquestioned privilege, by their voice, uninfluenced by conditions
ordinarily surrounding a legislative assembly. 1o determine whether
or not the acts of their representatives in the legislature shall re-
main as a law for the government of. the people. The coiistiniiioii
of New Mexico contains a provision for a reference of certain
(dasses of legilation to the people: but. in my opinion, this con-
stitutional provision is so framed as to make is impracticable for
the people to reverse the action of their representatives, even though
WAN!
mcnt of the representation of the people in the legislative assembly
so that each citizen shall have as nearly as may he. an equal voice
in that department of the government; that such amendment shall
provide such a system as will permit each voter to vote for only
one member of the house of representatives : and tliiit alter llie.
population of the state is ascertained by the United States census
in li20, that the legislative assembly shall the state
in accordance with the plan above outlined, and failing so to do,
the governor shall be directed to make such
within a reasonable period after the adjournment of the state
legislature whose duty it shall be to make such
INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM.
The fundamental principles of state government, not only ill
New Mexico but throughout the Union, are receiving greater con-
sideration by the people than at any previous lime in the history
of our government. The opinion is becoming generally prevalent
that our state governments have been too far removed from the
people and not sufficiently responsive to' the will of the people.
In this respect there is a fundamental difference between the
government of a state and that of the Federal Union. Our re-
public is a union composed of forty-eig- sovereign states. The
constitution of the United States is a compact between the in-
dividual states composing the union, and is a measure of the power
conferred upon the Federal itJverninent. Beyond the powers ex-
pressly delegated by the Constitution of the United Stales to the.
Federal Government no other or further powers exit. and in order
to determine the functions of the Federal Government, we look-alon- e
to the constitution which is the foundation and established
boundary of that government. Our state governments are differ-
ent, In these state governments all power is inherent in the people.
A state constitution is nothing more than rules and regulations
established by the people for the purpose f controlling and direct-
ing the officials who are mere servants of the people, in their con-
duct and in the administration of the laws of the tate established
under such rules and regulations. With this supreme power in-
herent in the people, it is beyond question that the state govern
thev should so desire. I therefore earnestly urge that the coiistitu
j FOR RENT Furnished house. BOXtional provision in relation to the referendum shall be aincndei
FOR RENT Two furnished rooraa
v.iih bath. Apply 20S Agua Fria St.
so that this function of government may be in fact brought within
reasonable reach of llie people, whose will should be supreme.
A summary of the transactions of the auditor's and the
treasurer's offices for the years ending November :ii!th, !H)!I. l'.iH
and J!11 are shown in the following statement: 6 Room House with bath, 502 Galis-
-
teoSt. Inquire at St. Vincent Sanita
rium.Buildingsnt pro- - General
vement Main-llettc-
tnlmiiice.
incut.
Spanish ancestors, ami the Spanish language was their mother
tongue. The Treay of Guadalupe Hidalgo virtually promised to
the"then residents of New Mexico that they should become citizens
of the state in the union endowed with all the privileges of such
citizenhip and without reference to the language which they spoke.
Jhiring a period of about sixty years the people of New Mexico
thrived and prospered under the territorial form of government
which imposed no language restriction upon those holding terri-
torial oflices, nor upon those who ljecame members of the terri-
torial legislature.
In the past the record of those territorial officers, and of the
members of the legislature, who were unable to read, write and
speak the English language is such as to convince any one that tie;
lack of such ability did not impair their usefulness as such officers
or members of the legislature. No adequate provision has been
made heretofore by the Congress of the United States or the Ter-
ritory of New Mexico, for the education of the people of New
Mexico in the English language, and no just adverse criticism of
an adverse nature can be made against the citizens of New Mexico
who have not made themselves proficient in the English language,
and J deem it not only unjust that the constitution should contain
the above mentioned language qualifications, but if such provis-
ions of the constitution shall be retained or enforced, the State
of New Mexico will be deprived of the service of some of its most
intelligent, honorable and efficient citizens. I therefore earnestly
urge that the legislature, shall submit to the people of New Mexico
for their approval an amendment to our constitution clothed in
such terms as shall repeal that portion of Section 5 of Article XXI
of the Constitution of New Mexico, so far as it provides a language
qualification for the holding of a state office or becoming a member
of the state legislature.
APPORTIONMENT.
In a government where the people rule it is self-evide- nt that
each citizen should have an equal vote in governmental affairs.
Equality is the foundation of such a gopernment. This equality
should "exist with respect to all of the affairs or functions of the
government. Under our system, the legislative department con-
sists or representatives elected by the people, and unless there
shall be equal representation in the legislature, it cannot be said
that each citizen has an equal voice in governmental affairs. I
assume that these propositions need no argument in order to have
them accepted. The constitution of New Mexico fixes the basis
of representation of each of the counties in the legislative assembly.
I herewith submit a tabulated statement showing the population
of each county of New Mexico according to the 1010 censu: and
the representation that each enmity has in the Senate and the
House of Representatives. This statement is as follows:
Period Covered
Xov. L1I, HKISI Nov. SO, 1SM1 t 2!t.Sil 31 $ 1W.I.KI ft
FOR RENT Three or six-roo-
house, with furniture or not. D. S.
Lowitzki.
FOR SALE CHEAP Singer sewing
machine in good order. Mary A.
Speake, Hillsiu Ave.
University of New Mexico
Agi'idultunil College
School of Mines
Military Institute
Las Vegas Normal School ..
Sliver City Norma! School
....Ian. l'.nKi Feb. 1, Ifil 22.. in
... Nov. an, l!w Nov. so, mil J,l".7 si
... liec. IS, MIX Iter. 15, lull 1(k.;!11 sii
... Ivc. I, ltHKl Dec. 31. I!U1 li,(isu 01
... Jan. 1, vm .Jan. 1, 1U12 14,i's(i 27
OT.'.a:! :17
cl.."i2I 211
I IM.Illf'rfMI
ST). sI 111
li'.SNfl 14
S,IH7 W
FOR SALE 1 Smith Premier and
1 Densmore
.Typewriter. Laughjin
Blk., Rooms 1 and 2, City.
1HI2 s.(.i ikHum Feb.Spa nish-- me rican Normal School
tl'.m.Ulll 711 $NSII,lW IK
And a more detailed statement of receipts and expenditures
has been prepared for the year ending November 30, as foi
WANTED Farmer to taVe ranch
on shares or rent. Good proposition
to right party. Box 422, Santa Pe,
X. M.
st.'
C -
j Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-- :
irig all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
iin the First Xational Bank building.
Apply to F. M. Jones.3
ment should he controlled only by such rules and regulations and
constitutional limitations as the majority of the people really de-
sire . I have no sympathy with the argument that a state consitu-tio- n
should be so framed as to protect the interests of the minority
as against the majority. To the contrary, I firmly believe that a
state government should exist only for the purpose of promoting
the best interests of alt through the majority, and that when the
wishes of the majority are honestly ascertained, such wishes should
prevail and receive the acquiescence of the minority. On no other
basis can popular government exist. Tf the laws of the common-
wealth are framed for the benefit of the majority, they will not. be
found to be irksome or injurious to the rights of the minority. It
is impossible for the majority to reap any special advanta.ee for
themselves, and if the laws are framed for the benefit of a majority,
they will simply prevent the minority from reaping some special
or ttnrue advantage. Any law which is framed for the purpose of
projection of the minority, pro tanto enables the minority
to govern the majority and results in government for the benefit
of the few and against the interest of the many. I am, there-
fore, of the opinion that the nearer we bring our state government
to the people, the better we will serve the interests of the people
ivho are our masters. By so doing, dissention and strife will not
appear in the government of our new state. Xew Mexico has just
assumd the responsibiltiics of a sovoreign commonwealth. At. no
other period in our history will our government be so closelv
scrutinized by the intelligence of the people of our great Nation.
tr. r .
c Z Hri
c- - ii
Oliver Visible Typewriter
For sale cheap. Perfect condi-
tion and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and trial.
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART,
Rosedale, Kansas.
Legislative Apportionment.
Population
liilO Census,County.
Representatives.
2$.mmBernalillo.. with San Junn anil
Sandoval.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Ne
platens furnished. Ribhont and sup-
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
an-- i rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewrite guar-
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex-
change. Phone 231.
03 ?H S
t
h
5 o 5'S
lfi.Hnll
l,4iai
11.443
1S.NM
12.400
14,18
Chnves
Colfax
Curry.
tiofia Ana.
EddyGrant
1 with Union County.
1 with Socorro, Sierra
Luna.
1 with San Miguel.
22 5
x
10,927Guadalupe .
Uncoln.
o
S
0D
AGENTS Triple-Wa- r Hosiery
The best paying proposition ever
guaranteed for six months.
Write for special offer 6 pair FREE.
Everybody buys. Beautiful lin.
Credit given. Write for exclusiva
territory. Triple-Wea- r Hosiery Mills,
Franklin and Girard Avenue, Phila-
delphia, Pa. Mention in answering
this advertisement. Dept. M. 21.
a
C3
1 with Torrance and
Santa Fe.
1 with San Miguel.
1
1 with Otero & Socorro.
1
2
2
1
1 with Lincoln and
Socorro.
2
9
3,',1S
n'.m
U'.Bll
7,009
Luna
McKlnley....
Mora.?- -
Otero
1 with Otero County.
1 with Otero, Socoro &Torrance.
1 wit Sierra, Grant ASocorro.
1
1 with San Miguel.
1 withTorrance.Lincoln
and Socoro.
1 with Lincoln County.
1
1
1 wltth Sandoval Co.
1
1 with Bernalillo and
Sandoval.
1
1 with Mora.
1 with Guadalupe.
1 with Bernalillo and
San Juan.
1 with Rio Arriba.
1
5
a
K
o
"3 ;
.C
o
to :
Quay
Rio Arriba.. NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,Roosevelt --
San Juan.. to United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, X. M., Feb. 8, 1912.
Republication 12, 1911.
(013791.)
Xotice is hereby given that the fol
San Miguel.
Sandoval
14,912
10,024
12.054
22,930
8,579
14,770
8.536
14,701
1 with Sandoval.
1
1
8
1 with Guadalupe.
1
1 with Rio Arriba.
2
1 with Torrance and
Guadalupe.
1
2
1 with Lincoln & Otero
lowing named claimant has filed noSanta Fe..
tice of his intention to make final
ill: "fs : ' 3
0. 1 i c f t"
-
.Zt -- 5
III
proof under the Act of March 3, 1891,
sees. 16 and 17, (26 Stats., 854), as
amended by the Act of February 21,
Sierra....
Socorro..
1893, (27 Stats., 470), in support ot
1 with Grant, Luna andSocorro.
1
1 wlthLlncoln.Torrance
and Otero.
1 with Sierra, GrantLuna.
1
1 with Otero, Lincoln
and Socorro.
1 with Colfax.
1
s
3
to
his claim 1303, serial 013791, for
145.57 acres in sections 20, 21 and 28,
of T. 21 N., R. 1 W., X. M. P. M., viz.:
12.008
10,119
Taos
Torrance . STATE DEBT1 with Santa Fe and
Guadalupe. Manuel Aragon y Lucero, of Cuba, N.
M.
11,404
15,320UnionValencia . Bonded Debt of State of New Mexico, as Per Report
of State Treas-
urer, November 30, 1911. Said proof will be made before Reg827,391Total . ister or Receiver at U. S. land office,Name.
Santa Fe, X. M., on April 15, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses, the1. Insane Asylum.
Payable.
Oct. 1, 1(121.
July 1, li25.
July 1, l(i21.
July I, litsi.
July 1, l'.i2l.Jan. 1. 1H25.
May 1, l(i25.
Nov. 1, 11125.
Amount.
t 25.0(1(1 Oil
.S0.IKKI (10
2T).(HII 11(1
KH.IUXI (Kl
71.01111 KI
1II.IKKI 00
25,011(1 00
50,000 (Kl
following, to prove his actual, continuRefunding -
Penitentiary ref 'i
Cnsitol Rebuilding!) j5
Second Series
ous adverse possession of said tract
for twenty years, next preceding the
survey of the township, viz.:
J. J. Salazar, Feiis Montano, both of
Cuba, X. M.
Any person desiring to protest theAgricultural CollegeMilitary InstituteGeneral Refunding 4
Armory Building 4
May 1. I!i2.
July 10,
July 1, 11121.June 1, ll8.
March l,V.m.
April 1, )!4.
April 1, WW.
June 1, 1!7.
Dec. 1, llt!7.
July 1, ldS7.March 1, 1014.
allowance of said proof, or who knows
of any substantial reason under the
laws and regulations of the Interior
Department why such proof should not
be allowed, will be given an opportun- -
60.000 (XI
25.000 00
25.0110 00
loi.oon oo
12N.00O 00
15,000 00
40,000 (10
25,000 00
25.000 00
125,000 on
22.500 00
25,000 00
10,000 (XI
fl. Capitol Iniprevement
in. Territorial Institutions.- -
11. Certillcate of Indebtedness at the d time ana
throughout the Union an earnest, intelligent and persistent effort
is being made by the people to regain the power of state government
which is inherently and justly theirs. In this great movement
Xew Mexico should not be found a laggard. It is impossible, of
course, for all the affairs of government to be transacted directly
vy the people. It is essential that the vast majority of the. func-
tions of government shall be exercised by the people through their
representatives. I firmly believe in representative government,
but whenever individuals, or the people en masse transact their
affairs through representatives or servants, it is a first essential
that the masters should retain full control over the actions of their
servants or representatives. In a state government this is essential,
for otherwise the agents and servants of the people may cease to
be representatives and become of the people.
The legislative department of our government is endowed with the
power of establishing, by statutes, the laws or rules and regulation:,
under which the people live and transact the affairs of life. It is
of vital importance therefore that the representatives of the people
who assemble as a state legislature for the purpose of enacting,
these laws for the government of the people, shall enact such laws
as a majority actually desire. If the representatives of the people,
assembled as a state legislature, fail to enact such laws, as a ma-
jority of the people desire, no substantial reason can be advanced
against the right of the people to do directly what their
representatives decline to do. It is true that it may be difficult
to determine when a measure is desired to be adopted by the people
and which the legislature has declined to adopt, but in a govern-
ment deriving its powers from the people, it is wise to resolve
all doubts in favor of the people, and where it appears that a con-
siderable number of the people desire the enactment into law of
certain measures, those measures should be submitted to the peo-
ple in order that their desires may be ascertained. It is apparent
to all that a vast number of the people of Xew Mexico believe that
the people should have greater control over the legislative branch
of the government. During the election for delegates to the con-
stitutional convention, these questions were considerably discussed,
and almost, if not quite, a majority of the delegates to the
convention were pledged to support some form of the
initiative and referendum. During that eompaign, in opposition
to these views, the argument was advanced that the adoption of
such measures by the constitutional convention would probably re-
tard the procurement of statehood, and it is believed by many that
if these questions had been submitted to the people upon theii
merits, and uninfluenced by other considerations, they would have
received the approval of the people by a vast majority; at any rate,
the movement in favor of these measures is so widespread that
I believe the members of the legislature will he unfaithful to the
trust reposed in them by the people if they fail to submit to the
people a constitutional amendment embodying these principles, so,
that in a fair and free election, uninfluenced by other considera-
tions, they may be permitted to express their desires upon these
important functions of government. It cannot be said beyond a
question that the people of New Mexico are satisfied with the con-
stitution as it exists. It is true the constitution was ratified by a
large majoriy, but this majority, in my mind, was influenced large-
ly by considerations other than the provisions of the constitution
itself. When the people of New Mexico at the last election, by
a majority of more than 12,000 votes, decided that the constitu-
tion should be made easier of amendment, it became apparent that
our people were not satisfied with all the provisions of this constitu-
tion, and it is generally believed in this connection that the question
of direct legislation was among the uppermost things in the minds
of the people. I therefore earnestly urge that the legislature shall
submit to the people an amendment to the constitution which shall
provide for the initiation of legislation by the people. The details
of such an amendment, will, of course, require your careful con-
sideration. The principle which should control in deciding upon
these details, should not be difficult to ascertain. Whenever it
appears that a reasonable number of people of the state advocate
a given measure, no valid objection can be raised to the submission
of such a measure to the vote of the people. In no case can the
measure become law without the sanction of a majority of the peo-
ple voting upon the question. Bearing this in mind, the repre-
sentatives of the people, assembled for the purpose of promulgat-
ing measures which are desired by the people, should be desirous
place to cross-examin- e the witnesses
of said claimant, and to offer evidence
in rebuttal of that submitted by
And especial notice is hereby given
no school
1 month
2 months
8 months
4 months
5 months
ft months
7 months
Total
Number of school districts holding
Number of school districts holding
Number of school districts holding
Number of school districts holding
Number of school districts holding
Number of school districcs holding
Number of school districts holding
Number of school districts holding
Number of school districts holding
Number of school districts holding
$WVJ,500 00
Total census
Total census
Total census
Total census
Total census
Total census
Total census
Total census
Total census
Total census
Tolul census
37.1
I.7SS
i2.i?
11.42;!
lo.o"J
ii.cco
S.425
s.M.'l
80.302
1.801
87
18
45
2117
17H
i:H
117
fill
72
m
4
to Donaciano Lucero, whose small
holding claim conflicts with the land
herein described as to lot 2 of his
claim 3253, 013791, containing .478 months8 months
10 months acres, that he will be given an opporNumber oi scuooi ujsw-ict- uwiuujb
tunity at the above-mentione- d timeYear ended Year ended
June 15, lull and place to protest or offer evidenceJune 15, 11110
rebuttal of that submitted by
claimant in final proof.
Increase.
I 78.884 25
11SI.;!5 tm
$1!I8,25 81
Total expenditures for general,
schoollpurposes, maintenance
Total' expenditures for new
buildings
$782,(t5 88
25,7Bfi 88
$ll7,8!il 39
$058,241 82
146.81X1 82
t78,fi81 58
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Population in McKlnley County in a great part is composed of Indians, who
the vote was 77 less than In Lunhave no voice in elections. In this county
County at the last election.
From the foregoing statement glaring inequalities are ap-
parent, and it is unnecessary to comment thereon, but I respectfully
ask a careful scrutiny of that statement. I believe that the general
method employed in fixing representation, as was done by the con-
stitutional convention, to be wrong. No citizen should have a right
to. vote for any greater number of senators or members of the
legislative assembly than any other citizen. There is no reason
why a citizen of San Miguel County should vote for three members
of the senate while, his neighbor, a resident of Mora County should
have the right to vote for only one. The above apportionment
was attempted to be made by taking the county as the unit of rep-
resentation. Even on this basis the above apportionment is un-
fair, unjust and unequal. I am convinced that the county unit
basis was wrong and equal representation can better he secured
by adopting the precinct as a unit of representation. This method
will not cause any great inconvenience or confusion. As it is
now, the people of the different counties vote for representatives
who are not candidates in only one county. The precincts adjoin-
ing each other could be so grouped as to make the citizenship of
each district practically the same as every other district in the
state, and no citizen would vote for more than one member of the
house of representatives and for only one member of the state sen-
ate. This method in my judgment will secure equality of represen-
tation as nearly as it is practicable to do so, and should not meet
with serious objection.
The constitution does not require that the present apportion-
ment for members of the legislature shall ever be changed. On
the other hand, it is provided that there shall not be any change
until after the publication of the United States census in 1920,
and only permits such apportionment to he changed after that
time. The time of the publication of the United States census is
always indefinite, and this constitutional provision will doubtles?
result in much confusion. If the term "Census" is construed to
mean the "complete reports" of the Census Bureau, it is evident
that the publication of such reports will continue for a number
of years after 1920. Even then, no authority has imposed upon
it th eabsolute duty of making a It cannot be
-
expected that each portion of our state will develop in equal ratio
and the population of the various counties remain relatively the
same as at present. Certain portions of the state will increase in
population and citizenship much more rapidly than others and
as this inequality of increase 'becomes greater, so will the induce-
ment for a few counties having the advantage in representation be
increased and the probability of a new apportionment be further
removed. I therefore urge that the legislative assembly submit to
the people of the state for their approval or rejection an amend-
ment to the constitution which shall provide for a
$100 Reward, $100.
The readers of this paper will be
nleased to learn that there Is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all Its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, re
quires a constitutional treatment
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal-
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, there-
by destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient
Per capita expenditures sor ehthlred of school aire J jjjjPer cupita expenditure forlchildren of enrolled aire ............
-
for children In attendancePer capita expenditure statistics 4 iFor division of United States as snown by government
New Mexico lTclassifldd in the western division in the ttoverment reports and
statistics.
In addition to the above the State has to assume the indebtedness
of the various counties as follows:
CONCLUSION.
In a short time reports from the various state departments
and boards of control will be submitted for your information and
for consideration of recommendations therein made.
I may at some future time, should it seem necessary, submit
further information and recommendations for your special con-
sideration.
I trust that, in the discharge of your important duties, you will
be governed by a desire for the strictest economy consistent with
satisfactory results for the public good.
You may safely rely on me for my faithful support of all good
measures designed" for the upbuilding and advancement of our
great state ,and the protection, education and well being of all
the people whom we are here to serve.
Eespectfully submitted, l
r William c. Mcdonald,11 Governor of Xew Mexico.
strength by building up the constitu-
tion and assisting nature in doing Its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith In Its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address: P. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
i
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We have just unloaded another car,
and for
A LIMITED TIME I always feels 1I
4 VSEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
r?!i,fnsrr rs and I pure anawnolesotne
to introduce this High Grade Patent and BEST OF ALL
FLOURS, we are going to make a special price of
$1.65 per Sack,
SAVE THE COUPONS AND get a 46"Piece Dinner Set of Fine China
like the one in our show window, or some of the
premiums in Rogers & Sons' Silverware. We will reund your money if
not entirely satisfactory.
LLifir SC35 nour $3.90CASH I fo o dwhen tisin6 1
Better Candy neatest packages.
Butt Bros. Co., agents.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-
ing all modern conveniences, Includ;
ing electric light, steam heat and
baths, in the First National Bank
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
Nothing Routs dirt so well s.s Zook's
Extra-Strengt- h Ammonia.
Some Choice Vacant Lots, splendid
investments, good residence locality,
buy now, price will be much higher in
thirty days. J. W. Mayes, Room 24,
Laughlin Bldg. Phone 194.
Experience will teach you that The
Capital Pharmacy serves finer ice
cream sodas and other fancy soda
drinks than anywhere else in Santa
Fe. Try them and be convinced.
Snow and Colder Weather Snow
and colder weather is predicted for
tomorrow by the weather bureau. Yes-
terday the maximum shaGe tempera
ture was 42 degrees and the maximum
sun temperature 68. The lowest tem-
perature last night was 37 degrees.
Whitman's Candies. Buy the Best.
Butt Bros. Co., agents.
Warranty Deed A warranty deed
from Isaac Stephens and Alice K.
Stephens his wife, of San Bernardino,
California, to G. L. Brooks and B. A.
Statz of Albuquerque, was recorded in
the office of M. A. Ortiz, county clerk,
yesterday. The property transferred
is known as the ' Bottom Dollar" min-
ing property and is located near Cer-rillo-
The consideration was nom-
inal.
Phone your orders to The Capital
Pharmacy for toilet articles, candies,
ice cream, drugs and other drug ne-
cessities. Special messenger service
with no extra charge or cost to you.
Telephone, Maine 41, The Capital
1
RCGULAR RETAIL VALUE, $12.00
We parrtaae several carlo.itla of this besutiful dinner-war- and onrtarge purehawe ea:itlo,i 1J10 njjnulaclurer to give ua an exclusive designand a very low price. Wa are part of the roat to "advertising
expense," and only ask you to pav a pernentaee of the actual rust of tiieset. It is of a henuiilul "Cwro.-a- .lealttn and cannot he duplicated inquality for l as than H in any retail churl store. It is KUarantoa by boththe nnnulacturer and ourselves.There I" a coupon in every nek of LARABEE'8 Flour. Send us Ave
?oupona and in eiisti. droit, postal or express money order, and we will(end you one of these sets by freiuht. Address coupons and re-mittance to The 1'hioa Department of the Larnbco Flour Milts Company,Hutchinson. Kansas. Be sure tc write your name and address plainly.The coupons in LARABEE'B Flour aro also good for HoKera' Silverwareiud other valuable premiums. Aak lor descriptive circular.
EMPRESS, you know, is that "Miqhtv-Good- " GER Phone No. 4. F. ANDREWS. Phone No. 4.
MAN-MILLE- D Flour that makes Baking a Delight,
S Bakina Powder S
SPITZ, trrtSBBB I APure.GrapeCreamTartar 1$FC0Hw Baking PowderTHE JEWFLER. ,
88
WEATHER FORECAST. X
Denver, Colo., March 13. X
New Mexico: Tonight and
S Thursday snow and colder in
S north portion, rain in south
s want; 1 1 jn Kjid Ltfo jS m.
portion tonight or Thursday.
Warmer tonight. j
Pharmacy.
Was it Suicide, Accident or Murder?
Roy B. Burnett, a prominent stock-
man of Carlsbad, and nephew of the
late Burke Burnett, a wealthy stock-
man of Fort Worth, Texas, was found
dead with a bullet hole through the
temple. Death had apparently been
instantaneous. The killing occurred
after a dance.
B1
HEADQUATERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD- E
Watches
and
Clocks.
"Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."
HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
A WATCH will run withoutoil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machin-
ery but it needs both occasion-
ally. ,
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel traveis over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaningtmce a year. It will increase the
me and accuracy of vour watch,Leave your watch with us
A Roast of Beef!
LITTLE THINGS
GERMAN AEROPLANES
SMASHED IN COLLISION. THAT
Bird Men Were Unhurt, But Passen-
gers Are Severely Injured in
Mishap. COUNTWhen you build or
repairyou need manyDAVID S. LOWITZKI,
PRIME ROAST BEEF
A Name to Conjure With!
Prime Means Best !
ROAST
Is Suggestive of Juiciness,
Tenderness, Retention of Flavor!
BEEF,
The King of Meats!
For Prime Roast Beef See Us!
Fresh Mint Patties ior dinner par-
ties. Butt brothers Co.
Special Orders our hobby at GOE-BEL-
Acknowledged that the most deli-
cious candies are Johnston's, a varietyfor every one's individual liking.
Fresh always at The Capital Pharm-
acy.
FOR SALE Strictly fresh eggs 35c,
per dozen at 367 San Francisco St.
Good Cigars, Domestic and Imported,
at Zook's.
For Sale Fine mahogany piano,
bargain and on easy payments. Call at
12S Galisteo street.
Brick Ice Cream. Any colors and
flavors. Butt Bros. Co.
FOR SALE Pool and billiard hall
with six tables pays well. Must b
sold at once Price $1500. O. C. Wat-
son Co.
Zook does not bolster up his virtues
in prescription filling with bluffs. You
pay good money and get good service.
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, Eye, Ear,
Nose and Throat Specialist will be
at the Palace Hotel, March 14, 15, and
lGth. Hours, 5 p. m.
Years of Endless Experience brought
together in order to serve you in our
prescription department, where none
Dealer in New and Second Hand
small articles. We have them
all in every size, finish, etc.
(By Special Lrased Wire to New Mexlean)
Berlin, March 13. A collision took
place today between two aeroplanes
flying around the Aerodrome at Johan-nistha- l,
a machine driven by Schade,
who was carrying a passenger named
Badowski, striking violently another
aeroplane driven by Rettinger. Both
the aeroplanes were smashed and fell,
the passenger being injured while the
two airmen escaped unhurt.
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TINWARE,
CARPETS,
HARDWARE,
Stoves, Ranges, Etc.
O
PS
m
2 Plaza Market Co.
Let Us Figure With You On Builders' Hardware.
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
SECRETARY KNOX
IS IN SAN SALVADOR.
(Cy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Salvador, Republic of Salvador,
March 13. Secretary of State Knox
left the capital on a special train to-
day for Acajutla. He will sail on
board the cruiser Maryland tonight for
San Jose de Guatemala.
Phone 92.Highest
'Cash Price for Second Hand Goods
New and Second Hand Goods Sold on Easy Payments. but chemically pure and tested drugs'
ana ciiemicals are used in filling pre-- 1PHONE 59 BLACK. SANTA FE. N. M New Mexican want aas always
brings results scriptions.
The Capital Pharmacy.
Girth's Candies, $1.00 the pound.
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SuitSprlIlg, Thoughts!
THEY RAMBLING THROUGH YOUR MIND? We'll wager they are! Let usARE that you spend a few moments looking at our SPRING STYLES. You
may come to us with entire confidence in the matter of clothes. We want to be of ser
vice to you in the matter. We are not so anxious to sell you something
as we are to have something to please you. Our effort is to have the
right goods. There's nothing for us to gain by having anything else.
Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes
look right to us. We wouldn't try to sell them to you if we didn't think
so. It's no trouble to guarantee your complete satisfaction with such
goods, and no risk. We know they're right; you'll find theii sostyle,
quality tailoring, fitall right.
i
p
S $22.50 IU OVERCOATS $j(50AlICopyright r.rt ScUalTncr & Marx -
.THAMThis Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes
V. V
